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Gu1oe11nes ra, oes1gn1ng on-soeen Kevooo,os 

Summary 

This report deals with the use of On-Screen Keyboards in the CD-i environment. Based on a survey of 

CD-i titles, research and literature I will set down rules and guidelines concerning the layout and the 

functionality of the keyboard, the functionality and the usability of lists and the positioning of these in 

relation to the keyboard. Over 30 CD-i titles are described with about 50 keyboards, together with the 

accompanying pictures. Furthermore guidelines are provided to come to an optimal layout. 
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l. lntroduction 

This report is based on a survey of CD-i titles and the use of keyboards in the CD-i environment. More 
and more disks are making use of on-screen keyboards, ranging trom use as an index, 3- to 8-letter 
entries tor High Scores, passwords and suchlike, up to the more extensive use in Encylopaediae, 
Lexica and Dictionaries, along with some othertype of extensive use in word-games such as 'Lingo'. 

Based on the keyboard-designs I made (and my ideas about designing keyboards) during a seminar by 
David Ziedman and Joyce Westerink, 1 was asked to do a research on these types of keyboards (a 
survey of CD-i disks as well as literature) which led to this report. 

The Chapters 

1 started viewing and reviewing the disks on which I could trace a keyboard (which led to hours of 
playing games to make it toa high score). From there on I set out to compile a set of guidelines, which 
of course needed some explanation and elaboration. To keep a good overview I have divided the sets 
in two chapters. The first chapter (2. Design Factors) deals with the genera! design factors (in 
relation to the keyboard), the second chapter (3 . The Keyboard Layout) is an elaboration of one 
specific element of these design factors. 

The Appendices 

In the text I refer to several disks. Every disk that I mention can be found in appendix D, 'The CD-i 
Titles'. Each disk is described on two or more pages, which include one or more pictures as well as a 
written evaluation. In the beginning of Appendix D is a list of all the disks that are reviewed. 
1 also made a set of examples which you will find in appendix A, 'Examples to look into', these 
include good as well as less good exarnples of different aspects. These aspects most times refer to 
the design factors in chapter 2. 
In appendix B 'The illustrated View', 1 explain the report with illustrations. As we all know: 'a picture 
can tel1 more than a thousand words'. Here you will also find some remarks about the use of fonts. 
Last but not least I included some lists in appendix C, 'Overview of Disks'. Here the disks are listed 
according to several aspects such as type of keyboard, type of use of the keyboard, type of disk, the 
way lists scroll , et cetera. 
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2. Design Factors 

Good design can be characterised by only a few points. The most important being: Ease of Use. This 
includes visuality as well as functionality and is typified by a wen designed Layout, extended Feed
back, and good Functionality (to reduce mental load and facilitate use). 
In interactive products we need to add one more, because here it is the user who has to make the 
decisions. What we have to do is to facilitate the deciding, not decide tor. This is a very impor
tant issue, and we should realise the differences between these two approaches1 . 

(~_G_U_I_D_E_L_IN_E_: _ _ - _D_o_n_o_t_fo_r,_c_e_a_u_s_e_r,_b_u_t_s_up_p_l_y_o_p_ti_on_s_. _____ _ _ ~ ) 

GUIDELINE: - Do not hide options too far away, or somewhere obscure. 

There are some major points that I will address, one at the time. 

1 . Multiple Feedback 

2 . Optimal Layout 

3. Simplicity of lnteraction 

4 . Choice of Use 

5 . Consistency 

6. Functionality 

7. Additional Ramarks. 

Some guidelines seem more important than others, 1 will reter to them as Rules. At some points I will 
pay special attention to the use of lists. In many cases they are something like a lengthening-piece of 
the keyboard. In tact we should look at them that way: a list is a special form of keyboard. 

* * * 

Fora nice elaboration, see: 'Tognazini', chapter 3 (a letter from Wilhelmina Wilson, Pensaoola, FL). (And 
do yourself a favour: when you have the book at hand, also read chapters 6 and 22.) 
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2.1 Multiple Feedback 

Of course, there always should be feedback: a user wants to see what he or she 'typed'. There should 
be some kind of a 'Text-field', or a List should show up (in case of index-use) . 0nly, these are not 
enough, users need more. Like in real life: people need complex feedback, a combination of several 
forms of feedback. (Telling over & over again: 'This Is lt!') Also users usually do have ears . .. 

So this adds up toa list of the following points: 

2.1 .1 Which Character ('Key') is Selectable? (User: 'Where am 1 ?') 

2.1 .2 Which Character has Been Selected? (User: 'What did I type?') 

2.1 .3 Has the Character Been Selected? (User: 'Can I go to the next key ?') 

* * * 

2.1.1 Which Character ('Key') is Selectable? 

This will probably be the one that the user can not see, because it is hidden underneath the cursor .. . 
Yes, of course, this is not the case in the interface you and I are designing, but (like me) you would be 
surprised to see what some colleagues are up to . .. 
(see also: '1.6.2 The Use of a Magnetic Feel') 

GUIDELINE: - Give feedback as to which character is selectable. 
Several ways are available, don't limit yourself to just one ... 

Options: -Change the colours. The colour of the key, the colour of the character. Preferably: 
change both . 

- Change the cursor. The colour of the cursor, the form of the cursor. Again: you could 
change both. Some idea could be to change the cursor into a form (a circle, a square, a 
rectangle) enclosing either the character or the key. (Although fora user this could mean: 
no cursor at all ... ) The most important factor is that the cursor should be prevented from 
visually obstructing the character nor any of the others! 
(see also: '2.6 Functionality.' and disks 'What's that Bird' , 'Oxford, the Con
cise ~ Dictionary', and 'Verhalentoverdoos: Magische Vertellingen' or 
'Inca'.) 

-Change the position of the key. (Shift to give it for instance a 'touched-upon look'.) 
(see also disk: 'Hachette, Dictionaire ~ .') 

- Provide au ral feedback going from one key to another (on crossing the line between 
keys), preferably a light 'shuffle-like' sound, like striking a fingertip going over the keys 
of a keyboard. (But remember to include the option to turn it off!) 
(see also: '1.4 Choice of Use') 

Remark: - 'Special Functions' (tor instance 'Backspace') need a different treatment, which means 
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they follow the genera! rules but do need a different colour, or sound, or a combination of 
these, et cetera. 

Lists: -Apply the same guidelines tor lists and bear in mind that a 'line· in a list (on which the 
user can find an item) is in tact the same as a 'key' on the keyboard. The user does not 
have to select the character on the keyboard, but simply selects the key. In a list the 
user should be able to selecta line, not to have to select the item itself. 
(see also: '2.6.3 The Usage (Usability) of Lists') 

* * * 

2.1.2 Which character has been selected? 

Well, of course this will probably be the last character the user can find in the textfield, except when 
he/she did (accidentally) press backspace ... 

GUIDELINE: - Make behaviour visible and/or audible, a different 
behaviour means a different visualisation. 

Options: -Change the colours. The colour of the key, the colour of the character. Preferably: 
change both. Give the user time to notice these changes in colour. (And do 
not forget to change them back to the original ('selectable') colours.) 

- Provide a distinct sound tor every type of use. This means that 'Typing' needs a different 
sound trom 'Backspacing' which should differ trom 'Delete All' (which by the way proba
bly could do with a -temporary- 'Undo Delete'-button). lt would be preferable to relate 
them to real world-events. 

Lists: -Again, bear in mind: 'a list is a keyboard', the same kind of feedback is needed here. 
(see also: '2.6.3 The Usage (Usability) of Lists') 

* * * 

2.1.3 Has the character been selected? 

In tact this is an elaboration on the point mentioned above, but it should get special attention. 

When a user has actually 'pressed' (selected) a key (character), this key has to return to its 'selectable 
state', not to its original ('non selectable' or 'not active') state. That state only is reached when the user 
changes the position of the cursor. 

Remark: - Can the user hold down the button to get a 'row of characters' (tor in stance • .... .') or does 
a button need to be pressed each time tor each character? 
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- Does the Backspace-key behave the same way? (lt may have a different behaviour, but 
remember to make this visible in more than one way at least.) 

- lt is important that each key has the same behaviour, except when it is clear to the user 
(by special position, form and/or colours and feedback) that this key is different. 

- Games may be different in this respect. lt might be preferable to change key behaviour 
to increase the mental load of the user in order to achieve a higher level of difficulty. 

* * * 

2.2 Optimal Layout 

The layout of the keyboard should facilitate its use. 

Fact: Most people (not only users) do not prefer the keyboard that is the fastest, 
but the one that feels the fastest (or the one that they are used to, or the 
one they think is best, et cetera). 

Ru/e: Do not force the optima/ layout on the user, a user 
may teel different trom a designer. 

GUIDELINE: - Do use the Optima/ Layout tor default. 

Furthermore, the optima! layout depends on the type of use, which I will mention later on. But there is a 
genera! rule. 

Ru/e: Provide The User With All Characters Available. 

Most people do not know which position a character has, neither in the Alphabet, nor in the 
'QWERTY'-keyboard. But a user does knowhow to 'hunt & peck' quite well when he or she has an 
overview of the characters. 
Of course there will be exceptions to this rule (in special cases, a special type of use). Ina word-game 
tor instance it may be part of the game-level not to have all the characters visible at any time, on the 
other hand it may even help the user to find unthought-of character-combinations. 
(see tor instance disks: 'Family Games: Captain Alphabet', 'Text Tiles' and 'Wordplay') 

There are Optima! Layouts tor different uses: Entering a password, a code, a high score -with a limited 
entry- could be done by any simple keyboard (although, see for instance disk: 'Hotel Mario'). For 
indexing a Letter-strip could be sufficient (a complete strip, preferably horizontal) For steps in a certain 
order the step-numbers should be placed in the advisable (correct) order (see for instance disk 'Tell 
me Why'). In more serious cases (word- or title-search, story-making), especially when there probably 
is extensive use of the keyboard there is the need for tast, easy use. 
(see also: '3. The Keyboard Layout') 

GUIDELINE: - A letter-strip works best when the cursor can be moved. 
When the strip itself should move it is preferable to use 
a closed form. 
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Remark: - The optimal Layout is the layout which tacilitates this particular use (tor this particular 
disk in design) the most. This will probably be in combination with the functionality (which 
is also designed tor this particular disk.) 

- Layout and functionality can hardly be separated trom each other, they are not indepen
dent factors. 

- 'Special Characters' (tor instance 'Backspace') do need a different treatment, which 
means that they follow the general rules but need a different colour/colour-combination. 

-The 'OWERTY'-layout is designed tor 10 fingers on 2 hands, not 2 buttons tor 1 cursor! 
(See also: '3. The Keyboard Layout') 

* * * 

2.3 Simplicity of lnteraction 

The interaction should be as straight forward as possible, not unnecessarily complicated or difficult. 
For instance: In a letter-strip tor indexing, pointing at a character should change its colour (or key
colour or both) and provide the user with an item or a list, starting with the selectable character (within 
about two seconds). lf possible, the user should be provided with information about the number of 
items, or the length of an item, et cetera. (lf this takes too much time in the 'selectable state' then it 
should be done in the 'selected state' anyway.) 

GUIDELINE: - Provide as much information as possible within the same 
screen. 

From this it may be concluded that the interaction is hardly improved by having to go back and forth 
between a 'List'-screen and a 'Search'-screen. 1 will make that a separate guideline: 

GUIDELINE: - lnteraction is impeded by the necessity to go back and forth 
between a 'search'-screen and a 'list'-screen. 

Do make choices : Does the user need a list? How long does this list have to be? Does it have to.be 
. scrollable? Will there be room tor scroll-buttons near the probable position of the cursor? Can you pro
vide the user with the number of options? When the choices are made, make them clear to the user. 
So, decide, but decide wisely. 

Lists: -When it comes to lists : lt is much easier tor a user to find a large-sized target than a small 
one (this is in a way a sort of enlargement of Fitts's Law2 ). Obviously a whole line is a big
ger target than a particular word (item) on that line .. . 
(see also: '2.6.3.2 The Use of Lines instead of Items') 

GUIDELINE: - Do make targets as big as possible. Use lines, not words; 
use keys, not characters. 

2 1 will coma to Fitts's Law later on. 
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Remark: - See also '2.6 Functionality'. 

* * * 

2.4 Choice of Use 

Fact: We cannot predict which keyboard the user will like. 

But we can give the user a choice. When we do, do it openly, make it an obvious choice. 

(~_G_U_ID_E_L_IN_E_: __ -_D_o_no_t_h_id_e_ch_o_ic_e_s_t._a_r _aw._a_y_. __________ ~J 
GUIDELINE: - Do not put options under some obscure heading . 

(Obscure tor a user that is ... ) 

When you look tor a good heading, go tor the obvious ones. When a heading is obvious there is a 
good chance that lots of people (read: 'lots of users') will understand it. So, 'OPTIONS' would be a con
cise title, 'HELP' or 'VARIOUS' will not be sufficient. 
(see also Appendix A.: 'Examples', and for instance compare the disks 'Compton's lnteractive 
Encyclopedia' and 'Lingo') 

Remark: - Relate this to the rules and guidelines under '2.2 Optimal Layout' . 

* * * 

2.5 Consistency 

Same behaviour, same look. And: Same function, same behaviour. 

Especially when a particular design represents a function quite well, it should be used throughout the 
whole design. Furthermore: the user has to be able to trust his or her 'instinct'. Which means that when 
a number of things is done in a certain way, the user has the right to expect other things to behave 
'like they should', which means in the same way. 

Users expect different disks with different behaviour, but they -unknowingly- do expect an under
lying consistent system as well. Most of these expectations are real-world related. So, when an arrow 
points to the right, the expectation is to go to the right, not upwards, not downwards. In some cases 
although 'seemingly contradictory behaviour· is the consensus. Take tor instance the direction of the 
scroll-buttons. The user has to push the Down-arrow to make the list scroll Upwards. (Of course 
this will be because the user wants to go down in the list.) Therefore it should not be changed. ·11 
should not because it works so wel/. 
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The most important aspect of consistency, of course, is consistency within the disk. When we consi
der the ways a user may be able to scroll (and this is just one aspect) : 

- Scroll by line (one item at the time) 

- Scroll by page 

- Scroll by page minus one (the last item in a list becomes the first item and vice versa) 

- Continuous scrolling by holding down button one 

- Continuous scrolling by holding down button two 

-Auto-scrolling by pressing button two (instead of button one) 

- Stop auto-scrolling by pressing a button again 

- Stop auto-scrolling by leaving the hotspot on screen 

- Stop auto-scrolling by entering the list 

et cetera, et cetera ... 

1 do not wish to suggest any specific consensus, but I do wish to focus attention on the subject and to 
suggest at least a discussion on a consensus across disks. 

Furthermore, in case a user uses only one disk tor a certain purpose, that disk has to be consistent. 
We do agree on that. 'Unfortunately' most users do have more than one disk. And since often even 
disks trom the same company lack consistency ... 
Let alone the different companies ... 

Remark: - Consistency should not get in the way of functionality, but always try to maintain the 
consistency within appertaining parts of the interface. (And do remember: a list is a spe
cial type of keyboard.) 
(see tor instance disk: 'Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary' -about consistency in 
the use of magnetic teel-) 

* * * 

2.6 Functionality 

Whereas layout is concerned with the position of objects on the screen, functionality adds the aspect 
of behaviour of these objects (although: feedback in tact is behaviour as well). Functionality can be 
seen only in relation to the layout (which of course is as optimal as possible) . The following subjects will 
be discussed : 

2.6.1 
2.6.2 
2.6.3 

The Use of Restricted Functionality 
The Use of a Magnetic Feel 
The Usage (Usability) of Lists 

* * * 
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The Use of Restricted Functionality 

In relation to the keyboard : one of the most important elements in keyboard-design is the use of a 
'restricted area·. This means that the user can not 'fall off the keyboard' on one or more sides. This is 
the same as the way in which a menu bar facilitates speed and ease of use: the movement of the cur
sor is stopped on the edge of the screen. With regards to Fitts's Law3 : this is probably as big a target 
as you can get. (See tor instance: Tognazini) 

GUIDELINE: 

GUIDELINE: 

- Make a clear line between functionality and freedom. 

- lt is nice in genera/ when a user may 'wander around', 
but this does not necessarily apply to a cursor also. 

Remark - The possibility exists to provide a feeling of restriction by extending the 'magnetic teel' of 
the outline of the keyboard. 
(see also: '2.6.2 The Use of a Magnetic Feel') 

Generally speaking it can be more functional to have less functionality, that is to say: less functionality 
all at once. This will probably mean a grouping of functions and having the groups available one at the 
time. This may be the most difficult part of the design: When is what available?' 

When we restrict ourselves to the keyboard, we have to decide which functions do belang to the key
board (visually and/or functionally) and which do not. General functions (or 'main' functions) , as 'Help', 
'Main' and the like, should not be placed within the keyboard. 0nly keyboard-related functions as 
'Shift', 'Backspace', 'Delete' and the like should. The same has to be applied to lists. 
(see also: '6. C. The Usage (Usability) of Lists') 

GU/DELINE: - A Keyboard should only contain keyboard-related functions. 

Remark: - Since 'related functions' is an elastic term, relate this to '2.1 .2 Which Character is 
Selected '. 

* * * 

2.6.2 The Use of a Magnetic Feel 

A 'magnetic' keyboard (sometimes referred to as a 'sticky' keyboard) does assist the user by making an 
'educated guess' where the user wants to go (or at least: in which direction) when the cursor is rnoved. 
In case of a keyboard, this could well mean that, when a user moves the cursor up, it is probably not 
meant to put the cursor 'a .bit higher on the same key', but more probably to the key above. With the 
right amount of magnetic teel combined with the right amount of push the cursor jumps to the key -or 
some keys- above. 
(see tor instance the disks: 'Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary' and 'Verhalentoverdoos: 

3 Fitts's Law: The time required to move from a starting point to within the confines of a target area is depen
dent on a logarithmic relationship between the distance (D) trom the point to the target area and the size (S) 
of the target. 
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Magische Vertellingen') 

Decide wisely on the position a cursor is made to 'jump' to. Especially in this case a cursor should not 
visually obstruct the character that is selectable, nor preferably any other character. 

GUIDELINE: - A Cursor should not obstruct the view on a character. 

Remark: - Several possibilities exist to prevent the cursor trom blocking the view. Changing the 
form to an enclosing form (enclosing either the character or the key) or in case of the 
widely used arrow: make it jump to a position so that it points to the selectable character. 
(see also Appendix B.: 'The illustrated View') 

* * * 

2.6.3 The · Usage (Usability) of Lists 

Except tor a number of influences which are not within the scope of this guide (elements such as 
'search-time', 'scroll-speed' et cetera), 1 will look at several elements in more detail. These include: 

2.6.3.1 The number of items in a list 
2.6.3.2 The position of scroll-buttons. 

(in regard to the position of the keyboard and the position of the list) 

2.6.3.3 The use of lines instead of items as 'Hotspots' 

A genera! remark should be made beforehand: every interface in what is usually referred to as the 
more 'serious' applications, such as Encyclopaediae, Lexica, Dictionaries or Thesauri, should use lists. 
lt is the one element that -on condition that it is well designed- can facilitate speed as well as usability 
more than, tor instance, the keyboard can. 

Remark - Most interfaces use the choice of scrolling by line (tor instance button '1' of the remote 
controller) or scrolling by page (tor instance button '2') . Sometimes they use different on
screen buttons (see tor instance disks:'Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary' and 
'ERM'). Quite often they even offer 'auto-scrolling', sometimes even with the possibility 
to increase scrolling-speed. lf the user target-group is likely to use the disk frequently 
than this surely can be an interesting option. 

- There are two ways of scrolling by page: literally shifting to the next number of items, or 
shifting to the next number minus one. This can be useful, especially when it concerns a 
larger number of items to prevent users trom getting lost. Personally I prefer in any case 
page-scrolling in which the last line becomes the first line and vice versa. 

-'Do not force a user, but supply options' (see '2. Design Factors' and '2.4 
Choice of Use') This also can be applied to scrolling. Sometimes it may be useful to 
scroll by page, sometimes by line (this could be tor instance to get a specific part of an 
article 'in focus· ). 

- This should not have to be here, but: users expect to be able to scroll back
wards, regardless of what they have typed. (Which means that after the user 
has selected a 'Z', it should be possible to scroll all the way back to 'A', and probably 
even trom 'A' backwards to 'Z'.) 
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- Users do expect to be able to scro/1 back and forth. Unless it 
is made very clear that they are in a 'restricted part' they have 
no reason to expect otherwise. (and even then .. .) 

* * * 

2.6.3.1 The number of items in a Hst. 

Here, in tact, we have two separate aspects of the same lists. Firstly we have the total number of items 
within this particular part of the list and secondly the number of items that are visible at a given moment. 
In most cases a list will be longer than the visual part of it. And of course quite often a user does need 
to know how long this particular part would be, so if needed he or she can provide a more specific entry 
(tor instance, not only 'lreland' but 'Kilkenny', not only 'Kennedy', but 'John (F.) Kennedy', et cetera) . 

GUIDELINE: - lf the number of items in a list exceeds the number of visual 
items, the user should be provided with the total number. 

Sometimes this would obviously be useless information. Ina dictionary, tor instance, most users would 
not be very interested in the tact that there are over 3000 words available , starting with a 'B'. But most 
users do like to know that over 300 articles are found which mention a particular word (without having 
to scroll on and on and on to find out. .. ). 
(see also Appendix A. : 'Examples· and compare tor instance the disks 'Grolier Electronic Ency
clopedia' and 'Wines of France') 

* * * 

2.6.3.2 The Use of Lines instead of Items 

Here -again- 1 have to refer to Fitts's Law: The larger the size of a target, the easier to hit it (in a rather 
free translation). Fora keyboard a designer would not dream to force a user to 'hit' the actual character 
instead of just the key. (That is to say, 1 did not encounter such an interface up till now, and I surely 
hope it stays that way.) 

This means, that all that needs to be done is to apply the same law when it comes to lists. (As I stated 
before: a list just is a special kind of keyboard) . A list uses words ('items') for characters and lines for 
keys. And any way it is much easier to hit a line than a certain item (a word) on that line. 

GUIDELINE: 

GUIDELINE: 

- Regard the list as a special type of keyboard. 

- Do make targets as big as possible. Use lines, not words; 
use keys, not characters. 
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Remark - One attendant benefit is that when a complete line is active, the cursor does not have to 
hide a part of the item. 
(see also Appendix B: 'The illustrated View') 

* * * 

2.6.3.3 The Position of Scroll-Buttons 

This should be simple as the best position of these buttons is dependent on the probable position of 
the user (or, in effect, the cursor) at the moment the need for scrolling appears. A solution seems to be 
to put these functions within the keyboard -since that is the place where one or more characters is 
selected to make an entry- but that is not the place such functions belong. So these should not be 
placed on , but near the keyboard. 

GUIDELINE: - Scro/1-buttons should be placed near the keyboard. 

Another point to consider is the probability that a user may be 'within' a list and needs to scroll from the
re. The solution seems simple again: the scroll-buttons should be placed near the list. 

GUIDELINE: - Scro/1-buttons should be placed near the list. 

And what's more: scroll-buttons should be placed next to each other to facilitate scrolling hence and 
forth. 
Needless to say that scroll-buttons should point in the direction in which they scroll. (Nonetheless, 
when you inspect the pictures, you will find different opinions here.) Since a l[st moves vertically 
(There were no Kanji-lists included) they should point 'Up' and 'Down· and be placed alongside a list. 
(Not at the top of the screen, not at the bottom; not one at the top of the list and the other at the 
bottom.) 
(see also Appendix A: 'Examples' and Appendix B: 'The illustrated View')) 

GUIDELINE: 

GUIDELINE: 

- Scro/1-buttons should be placed next to each other. 

- Scro/1-buttons should point in the scro/1-direction: Upwards 
and Down-wards, not to the Jeff and to the right. 

Since good interaction is the collaboration of elements we need to combine the solutions we carne 
upon. So scroll-buttons should be placed near a keyboard and alongside a list. Preferably they should 
even be placed between the keyboard and the list. This may restrict the possible positions of these 
elements, but there still are several ways of interaction. Personally I do not prefer a keyboard under
neath the list, but since most users are likely to scroll down after leaving the keyboard, then the down
button is the one they should encounter at first (even if they go directly to an item in the list) . But in 
general we may combine the two guidelines we started this part with, into one. 

GUIDELINE: - Scro/1-buttons are best positioned between the keyboard 
and the list. 

* * * 
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2. 7 Additional Remarks 

As mentioned in '2.6. Functionality', not the optimal layout of the keyboard is most facilitating, but 
the use of 'restricted areas·. These can either be restricted or teel restricted. The latter applies for 
instance when a keyboard has a 'magnetic feel' that includes a certain area (some border or whatever) 
around it. This could well be combined with a real restriction to one or more sides. (Personally I prefer a 
restriction on the top and on the left side, but this is arbitrary.) This feels most natural when a keyboard 
is placed along a side of the screen, preferably in a corner. 

A few more points should be mentioned. Think about the size of the keyboard, the size of the keys, 
the characters and the choice of font. 

Remark: - Serif-fonts are not optimal on screens, neither are ltalics. Characters have to be very dis-
tinct from their background. 

-Characters have to be very distinct from each other. Compare for instance 'Q' and 'O', 
and then 'Q' and 'O'. (the first is 'Helvetica', the second 'Avant Garde') 
(see also Appendix B: 'The illustrated View') 

Lists also do not only use a font, lists also do have a certain length. The longer the (visible part of the) 
list, the less scrolling is needed (and who does like to scroll?). The more length, the less overview. The · 
longer the list, the smaller the font, the less readability. Decide wisely. And may these guidelines be 
helpful. 
(see also Appendix B: 'The illustrated View') 

Keyboard, Textfield, List and General Functions should find their place in a well layed-out screen. lt 
may be difficult, but it is important to maintain consistency as much as possible, though not at all costs. 
Decide wisely again. 

lf possible try to predict the dominant function at every step and place the cursor in that position (The 
'intelligent cursor', which remembers where it was last time, is an example). Although: Remember to 
check this by user-testing. 

GUIDELINE: - The user not only wants to be in contra/, a user also wants to 
teel in contra/. 

There are two main elements in any interface: Objects and Behaviour. These belong together and 
have their influences on each other. To start with an example: if Objects are what you see, then Feed
back (what you see happening) is Behaviour. This means that when a user does not see (or can not 
see) any feedback, then , tor that user, there is no feedback. Even if there is! And since 
about 15 % of our customers seem to be colourblind (like me), we should remember this. 

Rule: lnvisible Feedback is No Feedback at all. 

Remark: - This is especially true if we provide the option to turn off the sound, which is strongly 
advisable. Also let us not forget that users may have hearing problems. 

Most important furthermore is that it is not the different parts of an interface that make the interface, but 
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the collaboration between these parts. These should not be looked at separately but in coherence. 

Rule: Any Interface is not a collect/on of elements but 
a collaboration of these elements. 

There is one guideline we often seem to forget (1 know that Ido), when we are designing lcons tor 
functions that are needed in the interface, and since GUi we do understand the power and the need 
tor it. But sometimes I encounter users that do not seem to grasp that importance .. . 

GUIDELINE: - lcons can be great for a fast search (very much depending 
on the number of icons!), but in the selectable state (textual) 
confirmation is even better. 

And to end this part I like to share with you a few personal favourites: 

Quote: - 'People are able to learn trom their mistakes: their own as 
well as others' 

Quote: - 'Honor thy errors as a hidden intention' 

* * * 
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3. The Keyboard Layout 

Although this is meant as a guide for Keyboard-design it is wise to mention here that in many cases the 
overall design heavily depends on the use of lists. Lists of items from which a user can make his or her 
choice. A well designed use of lists may increase speed and facilitate ease of use more than any other 
element, including a well designed keyboard. 

In this part the following layouts will be elaborated: 

3.1 The QWERTY-layout 
3.2 The Alphabetical layout 
3.3 Is an optimal layout possible? 

* * * 

3.1 The QWERTY-layout 

Several interfaces use the QWERTY-layout, sometimes as one of the options (see disks: 'Grolier 
Electronic Encyclopedia' and 'Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia') sometimes as the 
sole keyboard ('Philips Interactief Magazine: Dealer-name'). This layout is not the optimal 
layout for on-screen use, but it may be an idea to include this as a second option because users may 
like it, since it is a 'known' layout. In that case though, it is important not to hide such an option too far 
away, or somewhere under an obscure heading. 
(see also '2.4 Choice of Use'). 

Furthermore the QWERTY-layout should not be used as a default, that should be the optimal layout, 
whichever that would be for the disk you are currently designing. 

- Why not the QWERTY-layout ? 

As I mentioned above, QWERTY is designed for 1 O fingers on 2 hands and not for 2 buttons for one 
cursor, and secondly it is not designed to facilitate speed. The main reason to develop QWERTY was 
a mechanica! one. Before this layout was used, most typewriters used an alphabetical order. As typing 
speed increased, typewriters could get stuck because the type bars could easily clash. The solution 
was to position the most used characters far away from each other and have them typed by the weaker 
fingers so typing would slow down. 
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- QWERTY may not be the fastest but people are used to it. 

So they are. And so they are to the Alphabet. To put it bluntly: People do not know the layout 
of the QWERTY-keyboard. (This is true even tor well-trained people as professional typists) Their 
fingers do know, yes, but in a 'one-finger-only' situation (as is the case with CD-i controllers so far) they 
cannot use these fingers. In this situation most people (as do untrained people with a 'real' keyboard) 
seem to pref er to 'Hunt & Peck', because this reduces mental load. 
(see also: 'Norman1 ·, 'Norman & Fisher') 

Remark: - Because to most people the order of the characters in the QWERTY-board is not known, 
the right choice of font is much more critical, because the user can not rely on memory 
like in the Alphabet. 
(see also Appendix B: 'The illustrated View') 

* * * 

3.2 The Alphabetical Layout 

An alphabetical layout 2 is not necessarily better than the QWERTY-layout or even a 
random layout! (see: 'Norman', 'Norman & Fisher') This may be true in general but there also 
may be concomitant circumstances which will provide facilitation (or the contrary). 

An alphabetical layout in tact is a letter-strip, most times divided in two or more portions. lnstead of 
solely travelling right or left, a user also can go up and down. This has the advantage of less 'travelling 
distance' and/or the possibility to use a larger font-size, the disadvantage is that it produces more 
mental load tor a user. 
(see also disk: 'The Apprentice') 

Although most people prefer as less mental load as possible and therefore use a 'Hunt & Peck'
strategy, this may well be offered as a choice. Some people do know the Alphabet quite well, and most 
people know the alphabet more or less, meaning that trom most letters they know if they are 
somewhere in the beginning, somewhere in the middle or more near the end of the Alphabet. An 
alphabetic keyboard may facilitate trom that knowledge. 

The arrangement of the Alphabetical keyboards means that it follows the order of the alphabet. The 
possibilities will be discussed trom the beginning. 

3 .2.1 
3.2.2 
3.2.3 
3 .2.4 

The One-Line Keyboard: the Letter-Strip 

The Two-Line Keyboard 

The Three-Line Keyboard 

The Vertical Keyboards 

* * * 

Donald Norman's 'The Psychology of Everyday Things', Chapter 6, and especially picture 6.2. (The 
Dutch title: 'Dictatuur van het Design'.) 

2 This means the 'ABCDEF-layout'. 
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3.2.1 The One-line Keyboard: the Letter-Strip 

Within the so-called 'serious applications' Letter-strips are mostly used as an index, since indexing 
does not require a 'heavy' keyboard-layout. 
(see tor instance disks: 'Gardening by choice' and 'Zoo ... Eenvoudig'). 

The simplest possibility tor a keyboard is to lay out the alphabet in one line (the so-called 'Letter-strip'). 
But since there is only limited space on a screen, we encounter some problems. To make the whole 
alphabet visible at one time, we have to use quite a small font-size and this lessens the readability, 
even if we extend the line to the upper limits of the screen. Furthermore this means longer travelling 
distances tor the cursor. 

'Normally' the Letter-strip is positioned somewhere about the top with the list underneath. Generally 
speaking a Letter-strip of course is a one-line Alphabetical keyboard. So the same general rule has to 
be applied here also, but this time with emphasis on one special element: All characters should be 
available as well as visible at any time. (So do not use only a -visible- part of the alphabet, except when 
it is intentionally meant to be difficult, say in a word-game or suchlike.) 
(see tor instance disks: 'Family Games 1: Captain Alphabet', 'Steel Machine', •··wordplay' 
and 'Text Tiles') 

GUIDELINE: - In a keyboard all available characters should be visible at the 
same time, to facilitate a 'Hunt & Peck'-strategy. 

Furthermore, there are two ways to navigate with a letter-strip, A: Move the cursor, or B: Move (the 
visible part of) the strip itself. Since it is more facilitating to have all letters available visually, rnoving the 
strip either means too small a font or it means an alphabet that shifts visually, so generally speaking it 
would be best to have the cursor rnoving. (compare tor instance disks: 'Linge' and 'Steel Machine') 
On the other hand it would provide the opportunity to go trom 'A' directly to 'Z' by scrolling backwards 
(as is, tor instance, the case in disk: 'Family Games 1: Captain Alphabet'), but this would leave 
the user with the that the strip would be 'glued together invisible' 

The main problem is that, when the strip is 'glued together invisible' , this means that users have to do 
the 'gluing' mentally, and most users do not like that very much (again the mental load). A probable 
solution could be to 'mend' the strip toa closed form, something like a circle, a loop tor instance, but 
this of course would take up quite a lot of space. So I repeat a guideline trom '2 .2 Optimal Layout') 

GUIDELINE: - A letter-strip works best when the cursor can be moved. 
When the strip itself should move it is preferable to use 
a closed form. 

Remark: -When you decide to use a Letter-strip anyway (tor instance because the only use will be 
tor an index) then remember that, because of the nature of indexing, a user will finally 
arrive at a list which (of course) should be scrollable . This in turn means that the interface 
will heavily depend on the usability of these lists. 
(See also: '2 .3 Simplicity of lnteraction', '2 .6.3 The Usage (Usability) of 
Lists' and Appendices A. and B.: 'Examples to look into' and 'The illustrated 
View') 

* * * 
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3.2.2 The Two-Line Keyboard 

The obvious solution seems to be to divide the alphabet, tor instance in two lines3. This will allow the 
use of a larger font-size and it will shorten the travelling distance tor the cursor (depending on that 
larger font-size possibility of course). 
(see tor instance disks: 'Alien Gate', 'Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon·, 'Hachette, 
Dictionaire ~' and 'Verhalentoverdoos: Magische Vertellingen') 

Unfortunately, new problems do arise here. While most people do not know the exact position of a 
letter in the alphabet, they do know more or less the relative position of it. When we break the alphabet 
in two parts, this adds to the mental load. Users have to remernber, A: Where is the break-point? (in 
the middle of the alphabet, yes, but what ls that middle letter?) and B: Is this letter just before that 
break-point or just after it? 

* * * 

3.2.3 The Three-Line Keyboard 

The next obvious solution should be to divide the alphabet in three portions4 . lt even seems to solve 
most problems of the one-line keyboard, since each line can be a third of the alphabet (the top-line 
consists of the letters at the beginning, and so forth). 
(See tor instance the disks: 'Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia', 'Scarry, Richard ~'s: 
Allerdrukste Buurt Disc·, 'Tell me Why 1' and 'Text Tiles') 

Unfortunately this arrangement enlarges the problem of the two-line keyboard. People do not know if 
a letter is at the beginning, at the middle of near the end of the alphabet, people know if a letter is more 
or less at the beginning, in the middle ... In this solution they even have to remember two break
points . (And more or less according to Murphy's Law: you probably find out that a letter is at the 
beginning of a line, after arriving on the end of another ... ) 

Division into more lines increases these problems accordingly. More lines finally do cause more break
points. 
(see tor instance disks: 'All the Fun of the Fair', 'Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia' and 
'Lingo') 

While this is true, it is true up to some point. Fortunately it does lead to a kind of 'break-even point'. In 
the next part about the 'Vertical Keyboards' 1 will elaborate on that. 

* * * 

3 Of course there are several possibilities, the one I consider appropriate here is one line on top, ranging from 
'A' to 'M' and below one line from 'N' to 'Z'. 

4 Here, again, is meant a partition in three lines, from 'A' to 'I', 'J' to 'R' and 'S' to 'Z'. Another layout is found as 
an option to the default QWERTY-board: 'A' to 'J', 'K' to 'S' and 'T' to 'Z. 
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3.2.4 The 'Vertical' Keyboards 

When we look at the problem from the other end (lines 'are' horizontal, enough lines -about 26- make 
a column, which of course is just a vertical line), things change considerably. When we look at a 'one
column keyboard' (a vertical Letter-strip), problems like readability seems even worse. But when we 
consider the layout of a two-column or a three-column keyboards this will solve most of these 
problems. This layout also does away with the user having to remember whether letters are just before 
or just after a break-point; they again are more or less at the beginning (the top), in the middle or at the 
end (the bottom) of the keyboard. This may be extended toa four-column keyboard, but probably not 
toa five-column one, since this will be too much for 'once glance'. 

A problem still may be the choice of the right font, the right font-size (the screen-height is necessarily 
smaller than the screen width), but now we have deduced in what direction to look, we may arrive at a 
conclusion that makes the best of both worlds. 
(see for instance disks: 'Kursbuch Gesundheids Encyclopedia', 'Oxford, The Concise ~ 
Dictionary' and 'TOM Magie Picture Show') 

* * * 

3.3 Is an Optima! Layout Possible? 

No. 
Next question, please. 

But seriously: at first, who could try to explain what is meant by an 'optima! layout'? Optima! within the 
given circumstances, and a well-defined use in mind, given time and money: oh yes. For the time 
being there will be different designs for different uses. And slowly we will discover and develop 
improvements. And along the way: we may learn something. 

Conclusion 

Since most keyboards are arranged in lines, a general rule applies: the shorter the line (or: the more 
lines) , the less the mental load. 

GUIDELINE: - When a line is short enough, it may reduce the mental laad. 

lf a keyboard is split in two lines a user not only has to remember the position of a character in the 
Alphabet, but also if it is positioned before the middle letter or after (meaning in the top-line or in the 
bottom-line). This applies toa three-way split as well , and goes on that way. At some point there may 
be the advantage of the shorter lines, when the available letters can be seen more or less at one 
glance, so logically the above-mentioned general rule can be applied to this layout. Some keyboard
designs use this to their advantage. 

* * * 

5 The arrangement of the letters is still maant to be horizontal, so what we are talking about here in tact is a 13-
line, respectively a 9-line keyboard layout. 
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4. Conclusion: 
the Rules and Guidelines 

Remark- Some guidelines can be applied at several points, so double entries may occur. 

4.1 Guidelines concerning Feedback 

GUIDELINE: - Give feedback as to which character is selectable. 
Several ways are available, don't limit yourself to just one ... 

(2 .1 .1 Which Character ('Key') is selectable) 

GUIDELINE: - Make behaviour visible and/or audible, a different 
behaviour means a different visualisation. 

(2.1.2 Which Character has been Selected?) 

GUIDELINE: - Regard the list as a special type of keyboard. 

(2.6.3.2 The Use of Lines instead of Items) 

GUIDELINE: - Do make targets as big as possible. Use lines, not words; 
use keys, not characters. 

(2.6.3.2 The Use of Lines instead of Items) 

GUIDELINE: - Jeans can be great fora tast search (very much depending 
on the number of icons!), but in the selectable state (textual) 
confirmation is even better. 

(2. 7 Additional Ramarks) 

* * * 

4.2 Guidelines concerning Choices 

( GUIDELINE: - Do not force a user, but supply options. 

(2. Design Factors) 
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- Do not hide options too far away, or somewhere obscure. 

Design Factors) 

Do not force the optima/ layout on the user, a user 
may teel different trom a designer. 

Optimal Layout) 

- Do use the Optima/ Layout tor default. 

Optimal Layout) 

GUIDELINE: _______ -_D_o_n_o_th_,_"d_e_c_h_o_ic_e_s_t._a_r _a_w_ay_. _________ __ ~J 
(2.4 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.4 

GUIDELINE: 

(2 .6.1 

Choice of Use) 

- Do not put options under some obscure heading . 
(Obscure tor a user that is .. .) 

Choice of Use) 

- Make a clear line between functionality and freedom. 
The Use of Restricted Functionality) 

• • • 

4.3 Guidelines concerning the Layout 

Rule: 

(2.2 

GUIDELINE: 

(2 .2 

Rule: 

(2.2 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.6 .3 .3 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.6 .3 .3 

GUIDELINE: 

(2 .6.3.3 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.6 .3 .3 

Do not force the optima/ layout on the user, a user 
may teel different trom a designer. 

Optima! Layout) 

- Do use the Optima/ Layout tor default. 

Optima! Layout) 

Pro vide The User With All Characters A vailable. 

Optima! Layout) 

- Scro/1-buttons should be placed near the keyboard. 

The Position of Scroll-Buttons) 

- Scro/1-buttons should be placed near the list. 

The Position of Scroll-Buttons) 

- Scro/1-buttons should be placed next to each other. 

The Position of Scroll-Buttons) 

- Scro/1-buttons should point in the scro/1-direction: Upwards 
and Down-wards, not to the left and to the right. 

The Position of Scroll-Buttons) 
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GUIDELINE: - Scro/1-buttons are best positioned between the keyboard 
and the list. 

(2.6.3.3 The Position of Scrolt-Buttons) 

GUIDELINE: - In a keyboard all available characters should be visible at the 
same time, to facilitate a 'Hunt & Peck'-strategy. 

(3.2.1 The One-Line Keyboard : the Letter-Strip) 

GUIDELINE: - When a line is short enough, it may reduce the mental load. 

(3.3 Is an Optimal Layout Possible ?) 

4.4 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.1.2 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.2 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.3 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.3 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.3 

GUIDEL/NE: 

(2.6.1 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.6.1 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.6 .1 

* * * 

Guidelines concerning lnteraction 

- Make behaviour visible and/or audible, a different 
behaviour means a different visualisation. 

Which Character has been Selected?) 

- A letter-strip works best when the cursor can be moved. 
When the strip itself should move it is preferable to use 
a closed form. 

Optimal Layout / 3.2.1 The One-Line Keyboard : the Letter-Strip) 

- Provide as much information as possible within the same 
screen. 

Simplicity of lnteraction) 

- lnteraction is impeded by the necessity to go back and forth 
between a 'search'-screen and a list'-screen. 

Simplicity of lnteraction) 

- Do make targets as big as possible. Use lines, not words; 
use keys, not characters. 

Simplicity of lnteraction) 

- Make a clear line between functionality and freedom. 

The Use of Restricted Functionality) 

- lt is nice in genera/ when a user may 'wander around', 
but this does not necessarily apply to a cursor also. 

The Use of Restricted Functionality) 

- A Keyboard should only contain keyboard-related functions. 

The Use of Restricted Functionality) 
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GU/DELINE: 

(2.6.3.1 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.7 

Rule: 

(2 .7 

GUIDELINE: 

(2 .6 .3 

GUIDELINE: 

(3.3 

GUIDELINE: 

(2.7 
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- lf the number of items in a list exceeds the number of visual 
items, the user should be provided with the total number. 

The Number of Items in a List) 

- The user not only wants to be in contra/, a user also wants to 
fee/ in contra/. 

Additional Ramarks) 

Any Interface is not a collection of elements but 
a collaboration of these elements. 

Additional Ramarks) 

- Users do expect to be able to scro/1 back and forth. Unless it 
is made very clear that they are in a 'restricted part' they have 
no reason to expect otherwise. (and even then ... ) 

The Usage (Usability) of Lists) 

- When a line is short enough, it does reduce mental laad. 

Is an Optimal Layout Possible?) 

- lcons can be great fora tast search (very much depending 
on the number of icons!), but in the selectable state (textual) 
confirmation is even better. 

Additional Ramarks) 

* * * 

4.5 Guidelines concerning Visibility 

GUIDELINE: - A Cursor should not obstruct the view on a character. 

(2 .6 .2 The Use of a Magnetic Feel) 

Rule: Jnvlslble Feedback Is No Feedback at all. 

(2 . 7 Additional Ramarks) 

* * * 
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A. Examples to look into ... 

Most of the following examples go with Chapter 1 . : 'Design Factors'. 

A.1 Multiple Feedback 

Good - Philips Interactief Magazine '92/'93 
('Training') 

In the training-mode there is a 'dictionary' avai
lable, which provides an lndexing-keyboard. 
This has an uncommon feedback, worth men
tioning. The selectable char becomes sharp 
(instead of 'unsharp', 'misty') 
(also see: 'A.1 Multiple Feedback, Less') 

- 'Oxford', the Concise ~ Dictionary 

lt is very clear when the cursor is 'active' 
and when not, not only a change of colour 
(blue -> red) , but also a change of form. 
(square-> circle) and on top of that it 'helps' 
by ju~ing to the char. 

Less - Philips Interactief Magazine '92/'93 
('Training') 

In the training-mode there is a 'dictionary' availa
ble, which provides a list. Very neat is the num
ber of lines available (14 !), but this is nullified 
by the tact that the font is so small, it's very diffi
cult to read! 
also see: 'A.1 Multiple Feedback, Good') 

See picture 
above. 

~};,-_ \ " - Family Games 1 ('High Score') 

½;,~ •~~ IHIDlnD 
1 ►--- 000200 DDIIIDII 
2 01 M 000000 nnmmm 
3 ADI 000000 ammoa 
4 MAD 000000 mnmnn 
s • MA 000000 n■ma 
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For this (and several more!): a white cursor on 
white (whitish) keys, hiding the char that you 
actually can select ... 
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A.2 Optimal Layout 

Good - Oxford, the Concise ~ Dictionary 

Less 

lt may be not perfect, but the combination 
of layout and functionality works rather 
well tor me. This layout facilitates its use 
by use of the human (approximate) know
ledge of the Alphabet. 
(And personally I do like the 'casual' look 

of it.) 
(see also: A .9 'The Scroll -Buttons'.) 

- Family Games '1' 
'Captain Alphabet' 

Texan 
text 

· y , z , ·* ' , textbook 

':1·· ;~·~1it ::: 

- Philips Interactief Magazine '92/'93 
(' Dealer-name') 

In this layout the 'not-available' keys are grey, 
except where it didn't look nice ... (Although 1 
have to admit, they indeed do not provide 
any feedback at all, so you may deduce that 
they do not do anything.) 
Furthermore, it keeps me wondering: What 
are all those keys doing there? 

In this game only a small part of a (vertical) 
letter-strip is provided, leaving it to the men
tal processing by the user to decide to go 
forwards or backwards. (The letter-strip is an 
endless loop though.) 

Remark: there is a possible side-effect, that 
this provides the user with unthought-of 
characters, so supplying new ideas ... 
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A.3 Directness of lnteraction 

Good - Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 

Less 

There is a lot of discussion possible regarding the 
interface, but the user is provided with a clear choice, 
made by the designers. He or she 'types' a word, starts 
the search and waits tor the answer-screen, but then 
the user is provided with the number of entries, the 
length of the texts a.s.o. Scrolling may not be the most 
fun, but it rnay help a lot if you know that you have no 
more than, tor instance, three pages to go. 

Sorry, 
no picture 
available 

(also see: 'A.3 Directness of lnteraction, Less') 

Quaklno &rus 
Er!za m-Hlmi 

J. , i 

✓ A 0 !Pvrethrum- · 

i Queen EHz•beth llose -✓- Il i : 
Sort By: llc!ar- ,csl ,;,m., _:,c • Common Nam• -

- Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 

- Gardening by Choice 

This interface is unnecessary complicated. To 
select a letter tor indexing: 
- Cllck on the arrow underneath one of the 

letters -probably the 'A'-, 
- Drag the arrow to a letter to select, 
- Cllck agaln to select the letter and to 

deselect the arrow, 
- Cllck the 'Down-arrow' to go to a desired 

plant, 
- Walt until you have scrolled far enough. (or 

has discovered it isn't in here ... 

lt is a pity that when a search produces more than 200 items. This is known only when the 
user gets a new screen that provides that user with the list. Furthermore the information is 
aural only. 
(also see: 'A.3 Directness of lnteraction, Good) 

-38-

- Nationale Spellingspel 

A 'board bigger than the screen', and how do 
you go there? (Not only by moving the cursor) 
The text reads: press 'start', and it probably is 
the blinking arrow, but why does it not say start? 
(Or why not 'press play', 'press the play-button' 
or suchlike?) 
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A.4 Choice of Use 

Good - Lingo 

Lingo provides three choices: Alphabetical Key
board, Letter-strip or Word-list. 

Sorry, 
no picture 
available 

There may be comment on all three, but it gives a 
choice of three, which means that the user really is in 
control! 

Picture A 

-39-

- Philips Interactieve Encyclopedie 

The (Dutch) 'Philips lnteractive Ency
clopaedia' provides two choices: an Alpha
betical Keyboard and a Letter-strip. 
The choice is direct and simple and positio
ned near1y on the keyboard: click the curved 
arrow to go to the other keyboard. (Picture 
A and Picture B) 

Picture B 



Less 
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- Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia 

NOTE: Compton's does actually provide a choice/ 

The point is, it is hidden deep down in the 
interface (and I doubt if the default layout 
- 'QWERTY'- is the right choice). 
Changing the keyboard-layout means: 

- Go to Main, there 

- Select Help, then 

- Select Keyboard-Optlons, after that 

- Select ABCDEF, then 

- Click the arrow to Conflrm, 

- Select Main again, 

- Go back, finally, to where you started 
trom ... 
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A.5 Consistency 

Good - The Apple Macintosh-interface 

Less 

Maybe this does not belong here. But there is one 
main reason why it should: Consistency. 
'When you know one Macintosh-application, you 

know them all.' 
This is the difference between Rules and Guideli
nes. 

-Tell meWhy 1 

picture A 

This disk has at least two 'Numeric Keyboards' 
to select steps, the one ('picture A') rotates 
colours, the other ('picture B') darkens. 

picture B 
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A.6 Functionality 

Good - Verhalentoverdoos: 
'Magische Vertellingen' 

In this case (the user has to make more or less 
complete sentences) you need the space
bar quite often. This keyboard provides that 
function, together with some others (which 
the user needs less frequently) at the 
bottom-line of the keyboard. Wherever you 
go down trom with the cursor, you always land 
in the middle key, which is the space-key. 
And furthermore : you cannot go outside the 
keyboard, because it is a restricted area. 
(see also : 'A.6 Functionality, Less') 

Less - Verhalentoverdoos: 
'Magische Vertellingen' 

Making clear choices can backfire : Does 
this shift-key have the right position? (This 
may be 'Design over Functionality' ?) 
(see also: 'A.6. Functionality, Good') 

- Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV 

In the 'search-mode' it is possible to make a 
combined search, with up to three items. The 
user still can search on one input only, but 
can also (after going back) narrow the search. 
(see also: 'A.6 Functionality, Less') 

- Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV 

In 'search-mode' it is possible to make a com
bined search (the user can combine up to 
three items). The user only has to remember 
that a magnifying glass is the way to activate 
that search .. . (lt would be an improvement to 
show the word 'SEARCH' when the cursor is 
on the search-icon) 

(see also: 'A.6. Functionality, Good') 
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Less 
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A.7 Additional Ramarks 

- Oxford, the Concise ~ Dictionary. ------------------- fi; "ATiftf 
The font-choice is clearly different trom most ' ··,·trf°:ë'~l .. , , text_ 

:::2:5r.:a~,::n~:•:::%~ ,:: ~~~} ~~--
Y 'l ' ·il :,· textbook (see also: 'TOM Magie Picture Show' and 

'Scarry, Richard' - about casual style.) 11 
(Do also compare '0' and 'Q') 

::: :LJ~It}~ :: 

/ \ 
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' ' ' ' ........ ......................................................... ,, 

- Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 

The font-choice is clearly different trom 
most others and may add to the atrnosp
here, but it weakens the readability, espe
cially since the interface (1 am not sure if 
the word 'Keyboard' really fits here) does 
not use Capitals. 

(see also: 'TOM Magie Picture Show') 
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A.8 The Use of Lists 

Good - Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary. 

In this layout you can scroll by line as well as 
by page, two different (coloured) buttons 
are provided. And -this is not a visible featu
re- the buttons are provided with a 
'magnetic teel'. (as is the keyboard) 

.... Il!~: 
rt~·i 

li'/:IIER!~~™' !Bi 
__ Si _ ru 

- What's that Bird 

On this disk too, the feedback in the list is 
clear, and not only a user can select by line, 
the user also sees that he or she may select 
by line. 

(see also: A.9 The Scroll -Buttons, 
Good.) 

- ERM. 

In both layouts on this disk (two different lists 
with two different keyboards, but the same 
scroll-buttons) you can scroll by line as well as 
by page. Furthermore the scroll-buttons are 
clearly indicating their use. 
Also the feedback in the list is good, showing 
the user he or she may select by line. 

- Zoo .. . Eenvoudig 

This is another way to ensure a user that it 
is possible to use the whole line to select 
an item. 

(see also : A .9 The Scroll-Buttons, 
Less.) 

(See also the next page) 
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Less - Wines of France 

Having to wait tor another screen providing you 
with text about a certain item is not the most 
tun, but why should scrolling through an 
unknown nurnber of pages in search tor a pos
sible text about an item be better? 'Wines· 
does provide you with the text at once, and 
although some letters do not provide any text 
at all, the average seems to be about 20 
pages, but at least one letter had me scrolling 
through more than 50 ... 

- Gardening by choice 

- Philips Interactief Magazine 
('Training') 

The font-size in this list is contradictory to the 
number of items (regarding the usability that 
is) 

(see also: C.9 The Scroll-Buttons, 
Good) 

-45-

The user is provided with a 'list' of three, with 
the possibility to scroll by line tor an unknown 
number of items which may or may not 
include the one the user is searching tor ... 

: tit:«'«:W:~w 
(t1Rtf11:,~ 
: ,,~Ctftt: 
( IC?" Rlf t-tl 
: tnr.~U!lt 

,.-,i !1..-er 
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A.9 The Scroll-Buttons 

Good - What's that Bird 

Positioned between the keyboard and the 
list, the user first encounters the scroll
buttons on her or his way towards the list. 
And what's more, they are large, and placed 
next to each other. 

(see also: A.8 The Use of Lists, 
Good.) 

Less - Zoo ... Eenvoudig 

- Philips Interactief Magazine '92/93 
('Training ') 

Apart trom the nice keyboard-feedback and 
the small font used in the list, the scroll 
buttons are positioned between the keyboard 
and the list and the user will encounter the 
scroll-buttons on her or his way towards the 
list. 

(see also: C.8 The Use of Lists, Less) 

lt depends on the point of view whether it is 
the scroll-buttons that do not have the perfect 
position, or the keyboard. Coming trom the 
keyboard, most users will scroll downwards. So 
one possible solution (not the perfect one) 
would be to place the keyboard underneath 
the list. (But the size of the buttons is good!) 

(see also : A.8 The Use of Lists, Good. 
and disk: 'Wines of France') 

.. Wallaby __ ,,, .................. .. 

, .. . Washington, ·Goorg• .. .. .. ...... ... . 

.... "".•athor rorocastlng .......... .. _ 

Woathor maps 

' Wfüüi J>~J>p~ff : ❖ 
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-Tell Me Why 1 

Here it is not the position of the scroll
buttons, but the direction they seem to sug
gest. Will the user arrive in the next/previous 
drawer? Or does it mean there are more items 
to find within the same drawer? 
In tact it does both. When scrolling, after arri
ving at the end of this list you can scroll fur
ther in to the next 'drawer', but this is not 
improving the mental model of the user. The 
first important task of the scroll-buttons howe
ver, of course is to scroll. .. 
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Maybe we should see it as a hobby of designers: positioning scro/1-buttons at the bottom ... ? 

- Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon 

- Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV 

•, ... • . . >·· .... ,. _ tiföttóNNÁIRE . ... ... .w. <.,:_._ .. ·· 
:=' . · tex , 
··. / ·.-. teun. •n• L · .. 
·· .·· . ÎOXH Il> j . 

- Kursbuch Gesundheits Encyclopedia 

··.· . T <-Xi\~ 
.. _\l · Ttt$i 

J+:·;:~Lu 

· '\~.'',. •, , 

·,.t _; ... ;_ 

]'.'.::;:\: I~~1~::::~,1v:1g 
. . . 

•. \ Tf: >'.I 

- Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia 

(Are you also wandering which arrow you 
should use? In this small picture it is not clear to 
see, but the arrows on the right -pointing in 
the wrong directions- are tor scrolling, the left 
arrow is tor returning, the second trom the left 
is 'Main') 

• J::,: (Pav1-8u, Frist) l' > 
1ex111e • i - Hachette, Dictionaire ~. textual. tilt , .. · 

.. · ·. · lextuelltment J-· _: · 
TEXI .. . . . ..•. •.. •.. . kll: 
, 1111![411 li 111u 1 Cl l 1.lilllUlUJ n11::1n 
n1 IJl l'II u1 E1\ •il t'JI l'JI ,:·il 1:1] l]] 14) ll:J 

* * * 
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Appendix B. 

B. The illustrated View 

B.1 The Keyboard layouts .... ............................. ..... .. .. 50 

B.2 The Scroll-Buttons ................................................. 53 
B.3 Feedback and Keyboards ................................ 54 
B.5 Feedback and Lists ..... .......................................... 55 
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B. The illustrated View 

B.1 The Keyboard-Layouts 

In the following illustrations several fonts will be used, some function better than others, some may not 
function at all . Since I believe that a picture can ten it all, 1 will not provide guidelines on the subject. 
Just: Decide wisely . .. 

Picture 1. -------------------- -------
The OWERTY-layout is the 
common layout for typewriters 
and computer-keyboards. 
Usually there is a fourth line 
on top, containing the num
bers 1 to 0. Frequently there 
is a numeric keypad, most 
times at the right. 

(The font used here on the 
keys is ~vant Garde'. 

The 'OWERTY'- or 'Sholes'-layout. Compare 'C', 'O', 'G' and 'Q'.) 
(This layout is used in for instance 'Compton's, 'Grolier', 'Philips Interactief 

Magazine', and 'Nationale Spellingspel) 

This is an example of an Alphabe
tic layout 'laid over' a OWERTY
board. This may be an easy solu
tion for a designer and/or a pro
grammer, but certainly not for a 
user. 
(see also disk: 'Grolier Electro
nic Encyclopedia') 

(The font used here on the keys 
is 'Architect', it has a more casual 
fee/. Also do compare 'C', 'O ', 'G ' 
and 'Q '. ) 

(see also disks : 'Scarry, 
Richard ~'s' and 'Oxford, the 
Concise ~ Dictionary') 

Picture 2. 

The Alphabetical Layout or 'ABCDEF'-layout, as based on 'OWERTY'. 
(This layout is used as an option in 'Compton's Electronic Encyclopedia.) 
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[ ABCDEFGHIJKLmnOPORSTUVWHYZ l 
A One-line Letter-strip. 

(as used in 'Gardening by Choice', 'Lingo ', 'Philips lnteract. Ene.', 'Steel Machine' and 'Zoo ... Eenvoudig? 

This is an example of a One-line keyboard (notice that this is nota 'real' keyboard), here using 
the 'full length of the screen'. This obviously requires some 'travelling' from the cursor. 

(The font used here is 'Expressa DemiBold', do compare 'C' and 'E', 'O', 'Q ' and 'GJ 

Picture 5. 

Picture 4 

(8JrnJ(ÇJ(QJ[e][EJ~[8J(IJQJ(KJuJ(MJ 
JNJ(Q)CeJ(QJffiJCSJITJ[QJ(2J~CZJCTJCZJ 
t A Two-line Keyboard. (A double letter-strip) 

(As used in 'Alien Gate', 'Bertelsmann', 'Compton's '94', 'Hachette', 
'Philips lnteract. Ene.' and in some way in 'Verhalentoverdoos'.) 

This is an exarnple of the Two-line keyboard. Since it only uses haH the length of a 
full Letter-strip, it is possible to use a larger font-size to improve readability. (But then 
again also 'improving' the distances for the cursor ... ) 

(The font used here is 'Geneva', do compare again 'C', 'O', 'Q' and 'GJ 

Another Three-Bar keyboard. Com
pared with the OWERTY-layout it is 
more compact, and for that reason it 
could be a better choice as an alterna
tive than the QWERTY-based alpha
betical keyboard. 

A three-line Alphabetical layout, more compact than the 
QWERTY-board. 

(The font used here is a heavier type 
of '.Avant GardeJ 

(as used in some way in 'Scarry, Richard? 
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Picture 6.----------- - - - -------------
This is an example of a 'Vertical Keyboard'. lt eases the mental load by sim
ple reasoning: the begin of the Alphabet is 'Up', the end of the Alphabet is 
'Down', thus resembling real-life experience where we not only read trom 
left to right, but also downwards. 

(The font used here is 'Palatino·, a common Serif-Font.) 

A Three-column Key
board 

(or as you wish: 
a Nine-Line Alphabetical 

Keyboard) that 
does facilitate speed 

and ease of use. 

This is an -as far as I know- unused keyboard 
layout. A three-line QWERTY-based might faci
litate ease of use and some speed on a 'real' 
keyboard, used by untrained users. 
(see: 'Norman') 

(The font used here is another Serif-font, called 
'Seagu/1'. Again compare 'O' and 'Q', and the 
Serif-effect in genera/.) 

Picture 7 

'(AJ[g~ffi][D(EJ~[QJ(QJ~ruJ@J(yJ 
(ID[ID(IJ(HJOJ[J(NJ[EJ(IDITJ(y](XJ[ZJ 
Another Two-line Keyboard, the characters are placed in rows. Rationally speaking should 
this reduce the mental load and facilitate speed. Unfortunately there wil/ be hardly any user 

who would choose such a keyboard. Most people prefer to 'read and think horizontal'. 

These are both examples of keyboards 
'somewhere between'. They 'teel' like horizontal 
keyboards, but relate more to the verticals. 

(A font may be too casual, a TV-screen is not a 
strip-magazine.) 

Picture 8. 

A Five-line Alphabetical /ayout. 
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Picture 9. 

A Six-line Alphabetical layout. 
(as used in ' Bum:Cycle' and 'Family GamesJ 
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Picture 10. 
This could probably well be near the optimal keyboard
layout, especially when there is added functionality as the 
use of a 'magnetic feel', and a restricted area. 

(The font again is 'Avant Garde', this time in /talies, which is 
nota real improvement.) 

A Seven-line Alphabetical 
layout. 

(as used in ' Kursbuch', 
'Oxford', 'What's that Bird' and 

in some way in 'TOM magie Pic
ture Show1 

* * * 

B.2 The Scroll-Buttons 

Scroll-buttons should be placed in between the 
keyboard and the list, and point in the right direc
tion. Furthermore, they should be placed next to 
each other. Eventually they could be positioned 
on each side of the list (Here is meant: the pair of 
them) . . 

Picture 12. 

Picture 11. 

Scroll-buttons possibilities 
A., for use with a seven-or
more line keyboard and the 
accessory list fee/ and look 

more natura/, especially 
within the whole context. 

Scroll-button possibilities 8., lor use with a standard horizontal QWERTY- or Alphabetica//ayout. 

* * * 
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B.3 Feedback and Keyboards. 

Picture 13. 

(A][BJ[J 

Feedback about the state: 
the key that is selectable. 

Picture 15.A 

Feedback about the state: 
the key that is se/ectab/e, but 
made invisJble by the cursor. 

Picture 14. 

Feedback about the state: 
the key that is selected. 

Picture 15.B 

Feedback about the state: 
the key that is selectable, but 

still visible, thanks to the 
'/ighter cursor'. 

Feedback is maybe the most impor
tant issue in the whole interface, 
without feedback there is no interac
tion, without feedback there is no 
interface. 

But then there is feedback and there 
is feedback. Here shown is only the 
visual feedback, just as important is to 
combine this with aura! feedback. 

(The fonts here are 'Monaco' and 
'Rag-timeJ 

lt is of course very unfortunate when 
there is so much time and effort put in 
the design, the interaction, the pro
gramming, the font-choice, et cetera , 
just to find out that this is nullified by a 
cursor ... 

Fortunately there are so many ways to 
avoid this problem. The simplest of 
them: leave the cursor away. On the 
keyboard that is, of course. 

Furthermore, we could replace the cur
sor with a 'lighter' form (leaving more 
space for the character). ('Picture 
15.B) 

Also, we could replace the cursor with 
an enclosing form, a rectangle may be 
a sound idea. (this could look some
thing like 'picture 13. ') 

(The fonts here are 'Tabasco· and 
'Chicago') 

Finally, before we go to the usability of lists, there is one thing the most important about the use of 

fonts: READABILITY and DISTINCTION. 

* * * 
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B.4 Feedback and Lists 

When you did read the foregoing parts then this will not come to you as a surprise: Lists in tact are just 
another type of keyboard, and they should be treated that way. So this means than you actually should 
not find anything new in here. lt should be a repetition of the feedback on keyboards, applied to lists. 

Picture 16. 

A Item One 

A ltemTwo 

A Item Three 
A Item Four 

A Item Five 

A Item Six 

A Item Seven 

Picture 17. 
, There are of course many 

A Item One ways to give feedback on 
A Item Two selectability. 

A Item Three ) Changing the colour of 
1-A-lt_e_m_F_o_u_r_____ the selectable text. 

A Item Five 

A Item Six 

A Item Seven 

(picture 16.) 

A rectangle around the 
selectable text 
(picture 17.) 

Items in a list, selectable by line, 
feedback by colour-change only. 

Items in a list, selectable by line, 
feedback by showing a rectangle 

around the selected item only. 

Changing the colour of 
the background of the 
selectable text. 

Picture 18. Picture 19. (pictüre 18.) 

A Item One A Item One 

A Item Two A Item Two 

Combining the different 
feedback possibilities to 
one (Complex or Multiple 
Feedback), makes the 
feedback more evident 
and more prominent, thus 
ensuring that it will reach a 
larger group of users. 
(picture 19.) 

~i::11 1:1~ll!!:ll1ll::!IJ:::::1:11:11111:::1:11:1111::1::111:!!:Jl:;:111:111:i t:1:1::1::11lll1:::11■1::11::::1:::::::l!!:::1::i:i!i!!:i::::11:::;t 
A Item Four 

A Item Five 

A Item Six 

A Item Seven 
Items in a list, selectable by line, 
f99dback by colour-change of the 

background-colour. 

A Item Four 

A Item Five 

A Item Six 

A Item Seven 
Items in a list, selectable by line, 

feedback by double colour-change 
and rectangle around the item. 

Picture 20.A Picture 20.B 
In enabling the user to / 

select a line (containing the 
target item) instead of tor-
cing the user to select the 
item itself improves the 
interaction on more than 
one point: 
A. Creating a larger target 

area, and 
B. Keeping the cursor trom 

obstructing the view. 

(picture 20.A and 20.B) 

'--

' r 
A Item One A Item One 

A Item Two AltemTwo 

A Item Three 

" 
A Item ~ee 

A Item Four A Item Fou 

A Item Five A Item Five 

A Item Six A Item Six 

A Item Seven A Item Seven 
Items in a list, not selectable by line, 

thus resulting in: A. Smaller target-size. (Fitt's Law) and 
8. Reduce of readability. Feedback by colour-change only. 
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Picture 21. 

( .6. Item One ) One important adagium of me is: 'A List is a Special Kind of 
Keyboard", tollowing that it should be treated that way too. 
Although this is an important remark, it is a remark that is 
only meant for designers and programmers. 

( .6. Item Two ) 

@!IUJ.i.Ul\:l fi(lll::~im::::::::::;::::;:::::::::::::'i:i::;:::v This does not mean that fora user it has to be a 
keyboard too ! ( .6. Item Four ) 
There are numerous possible metaphors, including even 
lists ... ( .6. Item Five ) 

( .6. Item Six ) (picture 21.) 

( .6. Item Seven ) 

( .6. Item Eight ) 

The list is a special kind of keyboard, 
ff may even look like one, but ff does 
not have to look that way. 

(.6. Item Nina ) 
(Compare the use in 'Tell me Why: 
'Gardening' and 'What's that BirdJ 

Again some remarks about 
the use of fonts. How much 
information is given in a list? 
The two aspects to this ques
tion are : the information within 
one line, and the number of 
lines. 
The most important aspect 
again is readability. (Read
ability on the screen, 1 mean) 

Too narrow tor use on screen 
(picture 22.) 

Too much lines packed toge
ther. 
(picture 23.) 

The tont on the keyboard 
does not have to be the same 
as the font in the list: 
ESPECIALL Y SINCE MOST 
KEYBOARDS ONLY HAVE 
CAPITALS WHICH ARE HAR
DER TO READ AS TEXT. 
(picture 24.) 

A casual font on the keyboard 
is very different trom reading 
casual text. 
(picture 25.) 

Picture 22. 

AltAlmOne 
AltAlmTwo 

G'll■:111::J;:;::::1:~:::::':::::::;::1::;::':::;::1::::i::::::::::::::;i::i::::':::3 
AltAlm Foor 
AltAlmFive 
A ltAlm SiI 
Altem Seven 
AltAlm~t 
AltAlm Nine 

Picture 24. 

tilTEM ONE 

tilTEMTWO 

~:1 :::1111:i:llllll!i!!:!!;!!~::::1::::~:i:!:::i:::!:!i!!!!i!!!~!:i::::::::~ 

ti ITEM FOUR 

ti ITEM FIVE 

ti ITEM SIX 

tilTEM SEVEN 

ti ITEM EIGHT 

ti ITEM NINE 

Picture 23. 

.6. Item One 

.6. Item Two 
ma:mitflffltJl6.t&:rn::m:mmrn:r:ma 

.6. Item Four 

.6. Item Five 

.6. Item Six 

.6. Item Seven 

.6. Item Eight 

.6. Item Nine 

.6. Item Ten 

.6. Item Eleven 

.6. Item Twelve 

Picture 25. 

◊ !-tem One 

◊ !-tem îwo 

~;§ ::::J:11ï1::::::11:111::::::1:!:!:J:::::1:1:::::::::1:ii:::i::i1l:I 

◊ !-tem Four 

◊ !-tem Five 

◊ !-tem Six 

◊ !-tem Seven 

◊ !-tem Eigh-t 

◊ !-tem Nine 

c;..:l'.<UUU.laet'A4'-le 

~#U,Ûl,4- ~Ûl,U4#e,~ 

ûa«,, e,ur n.liS 1/éQY l'-'IUCil 
Dcv'cMJS orv riic •cAStJP.J...tvcSS' 

OF rilc FOtvr 'iN uSc.-

e«ad te{! MH óe t!Ut 

/til are /H, 4- ./;d/a,H, ,';,, ro/lU M/t()OH,, 

bu-r thiS Vei'y ~ c:fe.pencl2, on -rhe 
CCliUolness or the 

ron-r in \Ale-. 
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Appendix C. 

C. Overview of Disks 

C.1 Titles listed by 'Nature' .. .................................... 58 
C.2 Titles listed by Use of Keyboard ........ .. ........ 59 
C.3 Titles listed by Use of Lists ............................. 60 
C.4 Titles listed by Scroll-Options ....................... 61 
C.5 Titles listed by Keyboard-Layout ................ 62 
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C. Overview of Disks 

C.1 Titles Listed by 'Nature' 

Games 
- Alien Gate 
- Apprentice, the ~ 
- Burn:Cycle 
- Dimo·s Quest 
- Family Games '1' 
- Hotel Mario 
- Inca 
- Lingo 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
- Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary 
- Steel Machine 
- Text Tiles 
-Wordplay 

Edutainment 

- All the Fun of the Fair 
- Berenstain, the ~ Bears 
- Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary 
- Scarry,Richard: 

'Allerdrukste Buurt Disk' 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
-Tell me Why 1 
- TOM Magie Picture Show 

Training 
- All the Fun of the Fair 
- Berenstain, the ~ Bears 
- CIBB - 'Materialen Interactief' 
- ERM - 'Catalogus' 
- Horoscoop 'Sterren· 
- Know Now - 'Klantvriendelijkheid' 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
- Philips Interactief Magazine 
- TOM Magie Picture Show 
- Zoo... Eenvoudig. 

On lts Own 

- Foto-CD 

- Verhalentoverdoos (Magische Vertellingen) 
- Zoo . .. Eenvoudig 

Infotainment / Encyclopedia 

- Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon. 
- Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia 
- Compton's Encyclopedia '94 
- CIBB - 'Materialenkennis' 
- ERM - 'Catalogus· 
- Gardening by Choice (Flowers & Foliage) 
- Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 
- Hachette, Dictionaire ~. 
- Horoscoop 'Sterren' 
- Kursbuch Gesundheids Encyclopedia 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
- Oxford, The Concise ~ Dictionary 
- Philips Interactief Magazine 
- Philips Interactieve Encyclopedie 
- What's that Bird (Britain & Europe) 
- Wines of France 
- Zoo ... Eenvoudig 
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C.2 Titles Listed by Use of Keyboard 

High Score-lnput1 
- Alien Gate 
- Apprentice, the ~ 
- Burn:Cycle 
- Dimo's Quest 
- Family Games '1' (Full Attack, Skid Kart, 

Morphon lnvasion, Hot Rocks) 
- Hotel Mario 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
- Steel Machine 
- Text Tiles 

Password-! nput2 
- Alien Gate 
- Apprentice, the ~ 
- All the fun of the Fair 
- Burn:Cycle 
- Dimo's Quest 
- Inca ('code') 
- Steel Machine 
- Zoo ... Eenvoudig 

Word- / Name-lnput3 
- All the Fun of the Fair 
- Berenstain, the ~ Bears 
- Family Games '1 ': (Captain Alphabet) 
- Foto-CD 
- Horoscoop 'Sterren· 
- Know Now - 'Klantvriendelijkheid' 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
- Lingo 
- Philips Interactief Magazine 
- Scarry, Richard ~, 

(Allerdrukste Buurt disk) 
- Text Tiles 
- Verhalentoverdoos (Magische Vertellingen) 
-Wordplay 

This will probably be some sort of name-input. 

2 This is mostly used to enter an advanced level in a 
game. 

Word(s)- / Title-Finder 
- Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon 
- CIBB - 'Materialen Interactief' 
- Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia 
- Compton·s Encyclopedia 
- ERM - 'Catalogus' (Begrippenlijst) 
- Hachette, Dictionaire ~ 
- Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 
- Oxford, the Concise ~ Dictionary 
- Philips Interactieve Encyclopedie 

Index 

- ERM - 'Catalogus· (Merkenoverzicht) 
- Gardening by Choice (Flowers & Foliage) 
- Kursbuch Gesundheids Encyclopedia 
- Philips Interactief Magazine 
-Tell me Why '1' 
- TOM Magie Picture Show. 
- What's that Bird 
- Wines of France 
- Zoo ... Eenvoudig 

Steps4 
- Berenstain, the ~ Bears 
-Tell me Why '1' 

3 This is mostly used to make a list of players. 4 This is used to provide an order of things. 
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C.3 Titles Listed by Use of List 

No List with Keyboards 
- Alien Gate (but: High Score) 
- All the Fun of the Fair 
- Apprentice, the~ (but: High Score) 
- Berenstain, the ~ Baars (but: 'Visitors Book') 
- Capt. Alphabet ('Family Games '1 ï 
- Dimo's Quest (but: High Score) 
- Foto-CD 
- Horoscoop 'Sterren· 
-Inca 
- Know Now - 'Klantvriendelijkheid' 
- Lingo (but: List & Score) 
- Philips lnteract. Mag. ('QWERTY') 
- Scarry. Richard ~ •... 
- Steel Machine 
-Text Tiles 
- TOM Magie Show 
- Verhalentoverdoos ... 
-Wordplay 

(but: High Score) 
(but: High Score) 

Non Scrollable Lists 

- Apprentice, the ~ - (4*)5 line (High Sc.) 
- Berenstain, the ~ Bears - (2*)5 line ('Visitors') 

line-active 
- Dimo's Quest -5 line (High Sc.) 
- FamilyGames '1' -5 line (High Sc.) 

(Full Attack, Skid Kart, Morphon lnvasion, Hot Rocks) 
- Hotel Mario - 5 line (High Sc.) 
- Nationale Spellingspel - 5 line (High Sc.) 
- Nationale Spellingspel - 2 line (Play-List) 
- Text Tiles - 4 line (High Sc.) 
- Zoo .. . Eenv. (num) - 5 line line-activa 

5 Soma titles do have lists but on other screens. 

Scrollable 
(see Scro/1-options) 

- Bertelsmann Univ. Lex. - 8 line 
- Compton's Ene. '94 - 5/6 line 
- Compton's Int. Ene. - 4 line 
ERM - 'Catalogus' Merk. - 1 O line 
- Hachette, Dict. ~ - 8 line 
- Gardening by Choice - 3 line 
- Grolier El. Ene. - 10 line 
- Lingo - 5 line 
- Oxford, Concise ~ Dict. - 7 line 
- Philips lnteract. Mag. - 14 line 
- Tell me Why '1' - 7 line 
- What's that Bird - 1 O line 
- Zoo (alph) - 11 line 

- ERM - 'Catalogus' Begr. - 8 line 
- Kursbuch Gesundh. E. - 9 line 
- Nederlandse Encycl. - 7 line 
- Philips lnteract. Ene. - 7 line 
- Wines of Frances - 1 O line 

- Burn:Cycle 
- CIBB- 'Materialen I.' - 10 line 

'New / Other Screen' 
-Alien Gate 
- Apprentice, the ~ 
- Dimo's Quest 
- Hotel Mario 
- Lingo 
- Nationale Spellingspel 
- Steel Machine 

(High Score) 
(High Score) 
(High Score) 
(High Score) 
(High Score) 
(High Score) 
(High Score) 

line-active 
line-activa 
line-active
line-active 
line-active 
line-activa 
line-active 
line-active 
line-active 
line-active 
line-active 
line-active 
line-active 

ltem-active 
ltem-active 
item-active 
ltem-active 
ltem-active 

? 
? 

- Horoscoop 
-Know Now 

(Ust of Names) 
(Ust of Names) 

- Lingo (List of players) 
- Nationale Spellingspel (List of players) 

- Berenstain, the ~ Baars ('Visitors Bookï 
- Burn:Cycte (Code, Score) 
- Foto-CD (List of Slide-shows) 
- Grolier El. Ene. (List of Items) 

6 In 'Wines of France' the user immediately is 
provided with the text, not items to choose trom. 
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C.4 Titles Listed by Scroll-Options 

(Only those Titles are listed which do have scrollable lists.) 

'By Line Only' 

- Gardening by Choice 
- Lingo1 
- Philips Interactief Magazine 

'By Page Only' 
- CIBB - 'Mat. Int.' 
- Grolier El. Ene. 
- Kursbueh Gesundh. E. 
- Wines of France 
-Tell me Why '1 ' 
- What's that Bird 
- Zoo .. . Eenvoudig 

(arrow bars, up/down) 
(arrows & elevator) 
(arrows up/down) 
(arrows up/down) 
(arrows left/right) 
(arrows up/down) 
(arrow-bars, up/down) 

'By Line or Page' 
- Bertelsmann Univ. Lex. (• & ••-button) 
- Compton's Ene. '94 (• & ••-button) 
- Compton·s Int. Ene. (• & ••-button) 
- ERM - 'Catalogus' (single/double arrows) 
- Haehette. Dict. ~ (• & ••-button) 
- Oxford, Coneise ~ Diet. (red/blue arrows) 

Continuous Scrolling ('Auto') 
- Bertelsmann Univ. Lex. (•-button) 
- Compton's Ène. '94 (•-button) 
- Haehette, Dict. ~ (•-button) 
- Lingo (Holding Down) 
- Philips lnteract. Mag. (Holding Down) 

Number-indications Provided 

- Grolier El. Ene. (max. 200 entries) 
(>200: voice over) 

7 In Ungo the list is 'one of the Keyboards'. 
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C.5 Titles Listed by Keyboard-Layout 

'QWERTY-layout' 
- Compton's lnteract. En. - 3 line + 4 (default) 
- Grolier El. Ene. - 3 line + 1 (option) 
- Horoscoop - 'sterren' - 3 line 
- Know Now 'Klantvriend. - 3 line + 1 
- Philips lnteract. Mag. - 3 line+ 1 (one of two) 
- Nationale Spellingspel - 3 line 

'ABCDEF-layout'S 
- Alien Gate - 2 line 
- Berenstain, the ~ Bears - 2 line + 1 
- Bertelsmann Univ. Lex. - 2 line 
- Compton's Encycl. '94 - 2 line 
- ERM 'Catalogus' - Begr. - 2 line + 1 
- Foto-CD - 2 line+ 1 
- Hachette, Dictionaire~ - 2 line 
- Philips lnteract. Ene. - 2 line 
- Verhalentoverdoos - 2 line+ 1 

- Apprentice, the~ - 3 line 
- Compton's lnteract. En. - 3 line + 4 
- Scarry, Richard~,.. . - 3 line 
-Tell me Why '1' - 3 line 
- Tex1 Tiles - 3 line 

- All the Fun of the Fair - 4 line 
- Grolier El. Ene. - 4 line + 4 
- Lingo - 4 line 

- Dimo·s Quest - 5 line 
- Philips lnteract. Mag. - 5 line 

- Burn:Cycle - 6 line 

(num) 

(num) 
(num) 

(1 of 2) 
(num/sign) 

(num) 

(num) 
(1 of 3) 

- CIBB - 6 line (5.25) 
- Family Games 1: - 6 line (5.2) 

(Full Attack, Skid Kart, Morphon lnvasion, Hot Rocks) 

- Kursbuch Gesundh. E. - 7 line 
- Oxford, Concise ~ Dict. - 7 line (7.5 / 8.5) 
- What's that Bird - 7 line (6.5) 

- TOM Magie Piet. - 8 line 

- Wines of France - 13 line (in 2 parts) 
- ERM 'Catalogus' - Merk. - 13 line 

8 Here are maant the Alphabetical Keyboards, 
except for the One-line Alphabetical Keyboards 
which are listed under 'Letter-Strip') 

'Letter-strip'9 
- Family Games '1 ': 

(Captain Alphabet) 
- Gardening by Choice 
- Hotel Mario 
- Lingo 
- Philips lnteract. Ene. 
- Steel Machine 
-Wordplay 
- Zoo ... Eenvoudig 

'Numeric'10 

- 7 chars 

- 1 char. 
-All char. 
-All char. 
- Partial 

-All char. 

(Vertical) 

(+ Num) 
(1 of 3) 
(1 of 2) 
(+ Num) 

- Berenstain, the ~ bears - 1 line (in 'Passport') 
- Foto-CD - 1 line 
- Grolier El. Ene. - 1 line (in 'QWERTY') 
- Hotel Mario - 1 line (1 char.) 
- Know Now - 1 line 
- Steel Machine - 1 line (in Letter-strip) 
- Tell me Why - 1 line (in 'Steps') 
- Verhalentoverdoos - 1 line (in 'Caps') 
- Zoo ... Eenvoudig - 1 line 

- Berenstain, the ~ bears - 1.5 line ('Hop-Scotch') 
- Berenstain, the ~ bears - 2 line ('Bath Tube') 

- Berenstain, the ~ bears - 4 line ('Telephone') 
- Compton's lnteract. En. - 4 line 
- Grolier El. Ene. - 4 line (in 'ABCDEF') 
- Inca - 4 line (only) 

'Alphanumeric'11 
- Berenstain, the ~ bears - 2 + 1 line (Pasport) 
- Foto-CD - 2 + 1 line 
- Verhalentoverdoos - 2 + 1 line ('Caps') 

- Grolier Electr. Ene. - 3 + 1 line ('QWERTY') 
- Know Now - 3 + 1 line 

- Compton's lnteract. En. - 3 + 4 line 

- Grolier Electr. Ene. - 4 + 4 line ('ABCDEF') 

- Hotel Mario - 1 char. 

- Steel Machine - 1 line (Letter-Strip) 

9 Except where stated otherwise the keyboards are 
oriented horizontally and are not alphanumeric. 

10 Listed are all nume~ic keyboards, also these which 
are apart of an Alphanumeric keyboard. 

11 The 'Berenstain-disk' is not in this list, because 
there is no real alphanumeric keyboard. lt does 
however provide an Alphabetical and a Numeric 
keyboard within one screen. 
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Appendix D. 

D. The CD-i Titles 
Example of Format .. ....................................... ... .......................................... .... 64 

1. Alien Gate ........................................... ... ............... .. ..................................... .. ..... 66 
2. All the Fun of the Fair ........................ .................................... .. ...... ................ 68 
3. Apprentice, the .. ........................................ ...... ............................ ... .... .. ............ 70 
4. Berenstain, the ~ Baars ('thuis en bij jou')(4 times) ............................. 72 
5. Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon ............................................................... 80 
6. Burn:Cycle ........ .......... ........................................................................................ 82 
7. CIBB 'Materialen Interactief' (Demo) ................. ......................................... 84 
8. Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV (Test-Demo, Phase 1) (2 times) ........ ... .. .. 86 
9. Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia (Demonstration) (2 times) ............... 90 

1 o. Dimo's Quest ... ................. ..................... ....... .. ................................................... 92 
11. ERM 'Catalogus' (2 times) ................................................................................. 94 
12. a. Family Games 1 ('Captain Alphabet') ........ .... ... .. ... .. ... .. ... ....... ... ................... .... 98 
1 2. b. Family Games 1 ('Full Attack'/'Skid Kart'/'Morphon lnvasion'/'Hot Rocks') ....... .. ... 1 00 
13. Gardening by Choice: 'Flowers & Foliage' ....................................... 102 
14. Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia (2 times) ........ ....................................... 1 04 
15. Hachette, Dictionnaire .................................. ......................................... ... . 108 
16. Horoscoop ........ .................................................. ... ... .... ...... ..... .... .. ............... 11 0 
17. Hotel Mario .................................. .. ...... ...... .... .............................................. .. .. 112 
18. Inca (Numeric only) .. ................... .... ....... .. ..... .... ...... ... ....... ........... .... ... ......... ..... .. .... 114 
19. Know Now Module 1 : 'Klantvriendelijk & .. .' .......................................... ....... 116 
20. Kursbuch Gesundheids Encyclopedia ('Better Health - disc') .. ..... ...... ... 118 
21. Lingo (3 times) ......... .... ...... ........ .......... ........... .. ..... ....... .... ...... .... ... .... ..... .... .... .. .... 120 
22. Nationale Spellingspel (2 times) ..... ..... .......... ..... .. ... ..... ...... ........................ 126 
23. Oxford, 'the Concise Oxford Dictionary' .... .. ...................................... 130 
24. Philips Interactief Magazine '92/'93 (2 times) ............................ ........... 132 
24. Philips Interactieve Encyclopedie (2 times) .. .... .. ... ... ....... ...................... 136 
25. Photo-CD ...................................................................... .............................. 140 
21. Scarry, Richard : 'Allerdrukste Buurt Disc' ......... ............................. 142 
22. Steel Machine ............ ....................... ........ ......... ....................... ................. .... 144 
23. Tell me why: '1 '(2 times) ...................................... ............................................ 146 
24. Text Tiles (2 times) .... ..... .. .............. ... ......... ..... ..... ......... ...... ........ ... .. ............ .. .... 150 
25. TOM Magie Picture Show .......................................................................... 154 
26. Verhalentoverdoos: 'Magische Vertellingen' (2 times) ................ ..... 156 
27. What's that bird .............................................................................................. 160 
28. Wines of France ......................... . : .................................................................. 162 
29. Wordplay (2 times) .......... .. ........... .... ...... .... .... .. .... .......... .......... ...... .... ....... ..... ..... 164 
30. Zoo... Eenvoudig (2 times) ...... .... ............ .......... ... ... ................... ..................... 168 
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CD-i - Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

Gu1oe11nes ror □eslgnlng on-Screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendix 0 . ' the CO -i Title s' 

Xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

Number X of Y 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY / Alphabet / Scroll Hor. / Scroll Vert. 
/ Numerlc Keypad 

Number of lines 
Alphabet 

xxxx Nurnber of Rows - xxxx 
- CAPIT ALS / Small - Sans / Serif - Plaln / /talie 

(HANDWRITTEN) 
Extra Characters - xxxx 
Delete - Last Char - xxxx 

- All chars - xxxx 
Extra Functions xxxx 
lnter-key space xxxx 

Maxirnal Entry xxxx 
List xxxx 
Number of lines xxxx 
Cursor 

Remark- xxxx 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 

xxxx 

-

- Other feedback -

Aural - Cursor on char -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback -

List - xxxx 
Ramark - xxxx 

REMARKS 

xxxx xxxx 

xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 
xxxx 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME (if any) 

xxxx xxxx 
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Number X of Y 'Sub-Title' (if any) 

Screen-grab of Title 
including the Key

board. 

Comment on Title and/or Picture 

Example of Format: Ramarks 

Title of the CD-i 

On page 64 is the basic 'Score-form'. Here you can find the standards in choices under 'Layout' : 
'Types of Keyboard' and 'Alphabet'. The form is divided into some sections: Use, Lay-out, 
Feedback, Ramarks and Description of Game. The latter, of course, is optional since not every 
Title contains a game. 'Ramarks' is the heading for the genera! remarks. More specific remarks are 
placed under the heading where they belong. 

The score-form starts with the Title of the Disk, if applicable it is accompanied by a Sub-title and a 
Number out of a total number of keyboards (these can also be found on the right page). Furthermore 
are provided the Number (if any, sometimes I had to use a test-disk or a recordable or suchlike. lf so it 
is mentioned.), the Category (this can be more than one), the Type of Use (which is elaborated 
under'USE'), and Choices (meaning the possible choices in Keyboards). 

All forms are on the left page. Any accompanying picture(s) you find on the right page. These are the 
pictures concerning the Keyboard and the Keyboard-functions. Furthermore you may deduce the 
length of the possible text-entry. 1 put in 'Textfield', lf possible repeatedly. 

* * * 
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-Alien Gate 
- 810 0049 
-Game 

CD-i- Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Input of word ('Name' -> HighScore / Password) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Input of a word (probably a name) in the High Score 
- Decreasing (Probably) 
- Start of disk: 'Hall of Fame' (list of High Scores) 
- Keyboard: accidental positions of the cursor 
- After keyboard-use: 'Exit Game· 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 2 Nurnber of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Serif - Pia In 
Extra Characters - ! ? , . 'Space' 'End' 
Delete - Last Char - 'DELETE' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - 8 Chars (Password: 4 chars) 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Blue (Glass/Metal) 

Ramark- No actual Keys on the 'Keyboard' 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Char appears in Textfield 
- Other feedback - 'Echo' on cursor when moving. 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - NON-activa 

Ramark - The 'Echo' in tact is quite useless, but a nice effect and adds wel/ to the atmosphere of the 
game. 

REMARKS 

-Some remarks can be made about the readability and the functionality, but, in my opinion, it all adds to 
the atmosphere, the 3D-Glass!Metal -look as wel/ as the 'echo' on the cursor do not improve the usabi
lity nor the readability, but they sort of seem to belong here. (And since there wil/ not be extensive use 
of the keyboard there is room enough for this kind of playing. 
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The bottom-picture shows the 'echo' on the cursor. 
/ made the choice for a more neutra/ background to make it more distinct. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-All the Fun of the Fair 
- 814 0056 
- Edutainment 
- Entry of a word (Name, Number or Place) 
- None 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Entry of a word. (Either a Name, Age or City) 
- 4 * Name & Age, 1 * C>Nn Name, Age & City. 
- None 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 4 Number of Rows - 7 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Characters - 'Blank' key, 'Space'-key. (an 'extended' key, 1.5"normal, but no bar) 
Delete - Last Char - 'X' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - None 

('Help', 'OK') 

Maximal Entry 
List 

- ±1 O Chars (Char-dependable, 'w': 7, 'i': 20) (Age± 8, User-name ±40) 

Number of lines 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Red 

Remark - Why include a (non-active) 'blank' key, and place a space-key outside the rest of the 
keyboard? (They could be combined to one large key) 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange Cursor. (Red-> Yellow/Blue alternating) 

- Char selected - Colorchange Key. (Darkens, 'pressed look') 
- Colorchange Char. (Black-> Yellow) 
- Char appears in textfield. 

- Other feedback - - - -

Aural - Cursor on char - - - -
- Char selected - Click 
- Other feedback - - - -

Remark - There's no mark on the space-key, except that it's outside the rest of the keyboard, either put 
'SPACE' on it, or make it a real space-bar, eventually it could be combined with the blank to 
form one large key. Now it could wel/ have been a 'TAB'- or 'OK'-key or something like that. 

- The first letter of the name always is a Cap, that's a good eye tor detail. (Though I wonder 
would it be smart to make a Cap follow each space?) 

REMARKS 
- In the 'Kiosk-game· the words are given in a list, you can click on them. When Naming and Aging the 
members of the group a list of correct answers is given, but the user has to type them. Probably educa
tional reasons? 

- After the longest possible input the textfield still looks like there can be more input. (the little 
'insertion-line' stays.) When no more chars can be added it should better not be there. 
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All the Fun of the Fair 
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In fact the right name ('Kats? should be filled in, this is to show the possible length of the entry. 
When the user answers this one right, the next question is given with the possible answers. 
(The example at the right below shows the possibilities when entering the users age.) 
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-Apprentice, the CD-i -Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- 810 0199 (version 1.01, 30 - 09 - '94) 
-Game 
- Password / High Score 
- None 

- High Score - input 
- Depending on player 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults - 20 'High Scores·, minimum level to enter= 10,000 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines -3 Nurnber of Rows - 10 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Serif - Plaln 
Extra Characters - ? ! - + 'spe' (space) 
Delete - Last Char - RUB 

-Allchars ----
Extra Functions - END 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- 6 Chars 
- No List 
- 5 (NON scrollable) 

Cursor 

Remark-

- Rectangle, enclosing the character 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Rectangle around character 
- Character in textfield (blinking) 

- Char selected - Character in textfield (steady) 
- Next character blinking in textfield 

- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback - - - -

Lines - NON-active 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- The cursor-behaviour is good. Although the keyboard is divided in three lines (and the cursor can go 
from line to line), the cursor also behaves as if the keyboard is one line I Good ldea. 
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Apprentice, the 

The keyboard is a three-line: 'A' to 'J', 'K' to 'T' and 'U' to 'Z'. lf the cursor is on 
the top-line ('A to J') and is moved to the right, the cursor 'automaticly' jumps 

from 'J' in the upper-line to 'K' in the middle-line, and moves accordingly. 
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CD-i-Trtle - Berenstain Bears,the Number 1 of 4 
(Bij de Berenstain Beren Thuis: Thuis en bij Jou) 

- 814 0016 
- Edutainment 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Entry of Name, Phone-Number(s), Numbers. 
- None (Alphanumerlc, 3 • Numeric) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Input of Name, Telephone-nurnber 
- Name: once, Telephone-number: at least once again (in one of the 'games') 
- an 'Alarm-/Emergency-nurnber' (Which is not correct ... ) 

LAY-OUT {AlphaNumeric, 'Passport') 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet. / Numerlc 
Number of lines - 2 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Serif - Plaln 
Extra Characters - None 
Delete - Last Char - 'WIS' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions - 'KLAAR', 'Country' 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - 1 O Chars 
List (List is another screen: 'Book of VisitorsJ 
Number of lines - 2 • 5 (NON scrollable) 

Cursor - 'Bearpaw·, black 

Remark - the Font used in the keyboard differs trom the font in the textfield. 
- In the textfield the first letter automatically is a capita/. 
- No possibility tor 'double names· (no hyphen or suchlike). 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange cursor (blinking black/yellow) 

- Char selected - character appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - - - -

Au ral - Cursor on char - - - -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback - 'wrong': 'toe'(= damped metal sound) 

(trying an eleventh character or a ninth number) 

Remark - lt is a pity that the key does not provide feedback (on selectability tor instance). Users 
(especially the younger ones in this target-group) tend to put the cursor in the middle of the 
key, so hiding the character they want to use ... ) 

REMARKS 
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'Passport' Berenstain Bears, the 

In this 'Passport' the user is prompted to enter his or her name, then press 'Klaar· 
(= 'ok'), then is prompted to type phonenumber and finally select country 

(here: the Netherlands or Belgium). 
The user gets a real 'passport' and can earn stamps (or 'stickers') 

! : : : <! 
L <;il~ •• ,,, Ti:xtffol<t;; !} f1 
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Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 
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- Berenstain Bears, the Number 2 of 4 
(Bij de Berenstain Beren Thuis: Thuis en bij Jou) 

- 814 0016 
- Edutainment 
- Entry of Name, Phone-Number(s), Numbers. 
- None (Alphanumeric, 3 • Numerlc) 

- Input of number (in tact: indexing) 
- at least ten times, each game. 
- none 

(Numeric: 'Bathing'tub') 

Type of Keyboard - Numerlc Keypad 
Number of lines - 2 Number of Rows - 5 
Alphabet 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - none 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- 1 Chars 
- none 

Cursor - bear-paw, black 

Remark - the font differs trom the first one. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange cursor, alternating black/yellow 
- Char selected - colourchange key (background-colour Yellowish -> whitish) 
- Other feedback - ducks in bathing tube open mouth (when right) 

Aural - Cursor on char - none 
- Char selected - ducks start quacking (when right) 

- 'toe' (= damped metal sound) (when wrong) 
- Other feedback - voice anouncing right or wrong after each entry 

Remark - related to the type of use survey is the most important 

REMARKS 
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'Bathroom· Berenstain Bears,the 

To eam a 'sticker' (a star-stamp in the passport) the user has to select 
the right number of ducks in the bathtube for ten times. 
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CD-i-Trtle - Berenstain Bears,the Number 3 of 4 
(Bij de Berenstain Beren Thuis: Thuis en bij Jou) 

- 814 0016 
- Edutainment 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Entry of Name, Phone-Number(s), Numbers. 
- None (Alphanumeric, 3 • Numerlc) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Input of telephone-numbers 
- at least twice in a game. (When a mistake is made, up to at least 4 to 6) 
- Alarm-/Emergency-numbers. 

LAY-OUT (Numeric: 'Telephoneï 

Type of Keyboard - Numerlc Keypad 
Number of lines - 4 Number of Rows - 3 
Alphabet 
Extra Characters - • and # 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - none 

Maximal Entry - 8 Chars 
List - none 
Number of lines 

Cursor - Bear-paw, black 

Remark - Use of a 'real' telephone-layout, that's good. 
- One of the questions is the emergency-number, trom type of use and target-users this 
should be the correct number tor each country!!! AN ENORMOUS MISTAKE !!! 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange cursor (black -> yellow) 
- Char selected - position-shift key ('pressed' look) 
- Other feedback - number appears in textfield 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - 'telephone-beep' 
- Other feedback - voice anouncing right or wrong after complete entry. 

Remark - Supplies 'real-world feedback', every key/number has a different beep, according to normal 
telephones. Good. 

REMARKS 

- Putting in a wrong alarm-/emergency-number is a stupid and an enormous mistake, certainly in rela
tion to the goal of this disk: assisting in educating towards independence. lt depowers its main selling 
arguments. 
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'T elephone' Berenstain Bears, the 

A nice touch is the real Beep-sound like the ususal digital telephone. The pitch changing with the 
number. 
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CD-i- Trtle - Berenstain Bears, the Number 4 of 4 
(Bij de Berenstain Beren Thuis: Thuis en bij Jou) 

- 814 0016 
- Edutainment 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Entry of Name, Phone-Number(s), Numbers. 
- None (Alphanumeric, 3 • Numerlc) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Ordening (numbers one to ten) 
- At least ten times within one game, 3 games to get the bonus. 
- numbers one to ten in random order 

LAY-OUT (Numeric: 'Hop-Scotch Game') 

Type of Keyboard - Numerlc Keypad 
Number of lines - 1.5 Number of Rows - 7 
Alphabet 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - none 

Maxima! Entry - 1 Chars 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor - Bear-paw, Black 

Remark - This may hardly be called a real keyboard, but I did prefer not to leave it out. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange cursor (alternating black/yellow) 
- Char selected - colourchange 'key' (background-colour darkgrey -> light-grey) 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char - - - -
- Char selected - when wrong: 'toe' (damped metal sound) 
- Other feedback - when right, after whole entry: voice anouncing 

Remark-- --

REMARKS 
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'Hop-Scotch game' Berenstain Bears, the 

The task is to select the numbers in the right order. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon 
- 1.0 - 4/11/'94 - PIMC (Recordable) 
- Info / Infotainment/ Lexicon 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s), to find an Item. 
-NONE 

USE 

Type of Use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Entry of (part of a) word(s), to find an Item. 
- Every first time, from an Item the text is liilked. 
- Start: List, starting with 'A' 
- Return: Where you left, with the accompanying list-position. (not the one the user 
scrolled to!) 
- Not possible to combine words in a search. ('Beat Generation' on/y from 'Beat') 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 2 (3 lines, including functions) Number of Rows - 13 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Characters - Space (Blank key) 
Delete - Last Char - Arrow to the left ('<-') 

- All chars - Cross ('X') 
Extra Functions (Main, Help, Prev., Up, Down, , Mark) 
lnter-key space - Yes 

Maximal Entry - 15 Chars (Field stays 'active', blinking point) 
List - Line active 
Number of lines - 8 (scrollable) 

Cursor - Arrow, left/up, red 

Remarks - BkSp/Del/Space: topright of keyb, right trom Textfield 
- Scro/1-list on top, Up/Down-arrows at bottom (beneath Keyboard) 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange Char. (brown -> red)(idem Items in list) 
- Char selected - Colorchange Key (darkens) 

- Colorchange Char (red -> yellow) 
- Dark edge key top/left ('pressed' look) 
- Char appears in Textfield 

- Other feedback - List starts with Char. 

Aural - Cursor on chr 
- Charr selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - Colorchange item (black -> red) 

Remark - There is no change in cursor, colour nor form. In list whole line is active 

REMARKS 

-The search function is not very clear, and neither very good. For example: upon entering "Elek
tronische Musikinstrumente", there is no link to a Synthesizer, just to either "Elektronische" or "Musik
instrumente", An sich that's nice, but not what I wanted, and in anyway not what I expect. 

- Scro/1-functions are not clear: Button• means auto-scro/1 until you leave the arrow, Button•• means 
scroll a page, but no overlap in items (like last line becomes first line) 
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Bertelsmann Universa! Lexicon 

.. •tn) T. exter 
/>·> Textilkunst 

Te.xtkritik 
•-Te.xtur 
·• .. T extverarbeitung 
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n J!I J1111!1•~·11rs m •~•• 

These are all the entries that start with 'tex', no need to scrolt. Otherwise the scro/1-buttons 
are positioned at the bottom-row of buttons (see picture below at the right). 
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- Burn:Cycle 
-8100114 
-Game 

CD-i-Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Entering of a number of chars (probably a name) to save a game. 
-NONE 

USE 

Type of Use - Entering of a number of chars (probably a name) to save a game 

Frequency 
Default 

LAY-OUT 

- The saved games are filed in a scroll-list 
- Depends on players style. 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 6 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - •_· (= Space) 
Delete - Last Char - Yes('<-') 

('/' is serif) 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

-Save (on other side of the screen, not within keyboard) 

Maximal Entry 
List 

-Yes 

- 11 Chars 
(list is another screen) 

Cursor - Diamond ('◊'), Filled, White. / Square, Open, Red. 

Remark- No actual keys on the Keyboard 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange cursor (white -> red) 
- Formchange cursor (filled diamond -> open square) 
- Red Square around char (double square) 

- Char selected - Red Square-> White Square (single square) 
- Char appears in Textfield 

- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Charr selected 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark - Complex change in cursor, trom a vast white diamond to an open square, moreless enclosing 
the char. Works wel/. 

REMARKS 

- Cursor very divers, meaning there are a lot of cursors around. Seems not always consistent. (some -
times the word 'exit', sometimes an icon.) 
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Burn:Cycle 

The cursor changes in form and colour according to its position (and the various hotspots). In the picture above 
the cursor encloses the 'T' in the keyboard. In the bottom picture (that shows a complete entry in the textfield) 

the cursor is white, diamond-shaped, between 'D' and 'E' 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-CIBB 'Materialen lnteraktief' 
- 1995, CIBB PTH-contract ( d e m o ) 
- Training/ Information 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item 
-NONE 

Not All Data A vallable 
USE 

Type of Use 
Frequency 
Default 

- find information on certain material or a group of materials 
- in a training situation: probably quite often 
- List starting with 'A' 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 5 ('6') 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS 
Extra Chars 
Delete - Last Char - 'wis' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 
Maxima! Entry - 4 Chars 
List ? 
Number of Lines - 6 
Cursor - Arrow, Left up 
Remark-

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

Number of Rows 
- Sans - Plaln 

- Char selected - appears in textfield 

-5 

- Other feedback - list starting with the selected characters 

Aural - Cursor on char - ? 
- Char selected ? 
- Other feedback - ? 

List - line-active 

Remark-

REMARKS 
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'Materialen I nteraktief' 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV Number 1 of 2 
- (1 .01 - (14/11/'94) - Test phase 1) - Cat. 690 1712 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Encyclopedia 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item ('Contents' / 'Search') 
-NONE 

USE 

Type of Use - Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item ('Contents' / 'Search') 
- lt is possible to combine words in a search. (Maxima/ 3, in 'Search-mode only) 

Frequency 
Default 

- Depends on use, Text in item is linked 
- Start: 'Articles· (function, first line) 
- Returning: Where left off. 

LAY-OUT 'Search' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 2 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Chars - Space 
Delete - Last Char - BkSp 

- All chars - CLEAR 
Extra Functions - 2 lines: - Articles/PicturesNideo/Animation/Slideshow/Sounds 

- Up-arrow/Down-arrow (scroll) (Prev, Main, Help, Search, Mark) 
lnter-key space - Yes 

Maxima! Entry - 15 Chars 
List - Line activa 
Number of Lines - 6 
Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Pink 

. Ramark - 'Keys' are round. (like an antique typewriter) 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected 

- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line activa 

Ramark -

REMARKS 

- Colorchange Char (darkens) 
- Change in Char (it 'clears' a little) 
- Char appears in field. 
- List appears, starts with selected char. 

- Colorchange item (white-> blue) 

- In 'Search-Mode' possible to combine 2 or 3 entries. 
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Number 1 of 2: 'Search' Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV 

Scro/1-Buttons are positioned in the right hand corner of the screen, next to the 'Search'-button . 
(/ did not intend it to be an ambigous term, but it is the button with the 'looking-glass' on it) 

Both are wel/ away trom the keyboard as trom the list. 
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CD-i- Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV Number 2 of 2 
- (1.01 - (14/11/'94) - Test phase 1) - Cat. 690 1712 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Encyclopedia · 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item ('Contents' / 'Search') 
-NONE 

USE 

Type of Use - Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item ('Contents' / 'Search') 
- In 'search-mode' it is possible to combine words in a search. 

(Maxima/ 3, in 'Search-mode only) 
Frequency - Depends on use, Text in item is linked 
Default - Start: 'Articles' (function, first line) 

- Returning: Where left off. 

LAY-OUT 'Contents' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 2 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Chars - Space 
Delete - Last Char - BkSp 

- All chars - CLEAR 
Extra Functions - 2 lines: 

lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of Lines 

-Yes 

- 15 Chars 
- Line active 
-5 

- Articles/PicturesNideo/ Animation/Slideshow/Sounds 
- Up-arrow/Down-arrow (scroll) (Prev, Main, Help, Search} 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Pink 

Remark - 'Keys' are round. (like an antique typewriter) 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange Char (darkens) 
- Char selected - Change in Char (it 'clears' a little) 

- Char appears in field. 
- Other feedback - List appears, starts with selected char. 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active 

Remark

REMARKS 

- Colorchange item (White-> blue) 

- In 'Search-Mode' possible to combine 2 or 3 entries. 
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Number 2 of 2: 'Contents' Compton's Encyclopedia '94 DV 

Again the scroll-buttons are at the bottom of the screen, together with the 'genera/' functions. 
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CD-i-Tltle 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia Number 1 of 2 
- 818 0003 (Demonstration only) 
- Info / Infotainment/ Encyclopedia 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find and Item (Title-finder/Dictionary/Fact-index) 
- 2 (QWERTY / ABCDE) (Help·> Keyboard Options ->) 

USE 

Type of Use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item ('Contents' / 'Search') 

- QWERTY - Keyboard-layout 
- Butt• sets scrolling (Holding down/press several times speeds up tempo), to stop 

LAY-OUT 

click outside the hotspot. 
- Returning: where left off. 

'QWERTY' 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY / + Numerlc keypad 
Number of Lines - 3 + 1 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ' - . , Space 
Delete - Last Char ~ 'BKSP' 

- All chars - 'CLEAR' 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- Scroll-list 

- 20 Chars 
- Line - active 
- 4 (scrollable) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Blue 

- 13 max. 

Remar1< - Same layout tor ABCDE as QWERTY, => ABCDE relatively handicapped. 
- 'CLEAR' key underneath the keyboard. 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange key (light -> dar1<) 

- Colorchange char (dar1< -> light) 
- Charr selected - Change key ('Pressed-down· look, dar1< line top/left) 
- Other feedback - List, starts with selected char(s) 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - No feedback(!), image black, pink watch showing up.) 

Remar1< - No feedback in scro/1-list, scroll-buttons up/down are arrows (triangles) leftlright. 
- List on top of screen, arrows at the bottom. 
- to select an item click on the actual Item, not the line. (even when 1 item in the list) (no 
feedback except cursor makes the actual item unreadable) 

- restricted area tor cursor, but top of list is outside the actual hotspot. 

REMARKS 
- To change the keyboard to the (favorable) 'ABCDEF'-layout, the user has to select Main, in the 
Main-menu select Help, in the Help-menu select Keyboard-opt/ons, in the Options-menu 
select ABCDEF, in the same menu Click Arrow to Conflrm Select/on (found in the right cor
ner at the bottom), select Main (or 'Go Back', both in the left corner at the bottom), in the Main-menu, 
Select Subject (that is, if you can remember what.you were looking tor .. .) 
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Number 1 of 2: 'QWERTY' Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia 

The 'QWERTY'-layout is used as the default-keyboard. 
To change the keyboard into an Alphabetical layout you need to do quite a few steps. (see 'remarksJ 
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CD-i- Tltle 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of Use 
Frequency 
Default 

LAY-OUT 

su1oe11nes 10, oes1gn1ng On-screen Kevoo aros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD- i Titlea ' 

- Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia Number 2 of 2 
- 818 0003 (Demonstration only) 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Encyclopedia 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find and Item (Title-finder/Dictionary/Fact-index) 
- 2 (QWERTY / ABCDE) (Help-> Keyboard Options ->) 

- Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item ('Contents' / 'Search') 

- OWERTY (see remarks) 
- Butt• sets scrolling (Holding down/press several times speeds up tempo), to stop 
click outside the hotspot. 
- Returning: where left off. 

'ABCDEF' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet . / + Numerlc keypad 
Number of Lines - 3 + 1 Number of Rows - 13 max. 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 o ' - . , Space 
Delete - Last Char - 'BKSP' 

- All chars - 'CLEAR' 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

- Scroll-list 

- 20 Chars 
- Line active 
- 4 (scrollable) 

- Arrow, Left/Up, Blue 

Remark - Same layout for ABCDE as QWERTY, => ABCDE relatively handicapped. 
- 'CLEAR' key underneath the keyboard. 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange key (light -> dark) 

- Colorchange char (dark -> light) 
- Charr selected - Change key ('Pressed-down' look, dark line top/left) 
- Other feedback - List, starts with selected char(s) 

Aural - Cursor on char - - -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback - - -

List - Line active - No feedback(!), image black, pink watch showing up.) 

Remark - No feedback in scro/1-list, scroll-buttons up/down are affows (triangles) leftlright. 
- List on top of screen, affows at the bottom. 
- to select an item click on the actual Item, not the line. (even when 1 item in the list) (no 
feedback except cursor makes the actual item unreadable) 
- restricted area for cursor, but top of list is outside the actual hotspot. 

REMARKS 
- lf a user prefers a QWERTY-/ayout, see page b-1 
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Number 2 of 2: 'ABCDEF' Compton's lnteractive Encyclopedia 

This alphabetical layout is only too obvious based on the 'QWERTY'-board. 
The bottom-picture shows the maximum text-entry. 
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- Dimo's Quest CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- 810 0166 (version 1.04, 25 - 4 - 94) 
-Game 
- Password/ High Score/ Name 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

- none 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines 5 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Serif - Plaln 
Extra Characters - ? ! 'space' (= square) 
Delete - Last Char - <-

- All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

-'END' 
- - - - (not noticable) 

- 8 Chars Maximal Entry 
List - list is another screen (high score) 
Number of lines - 5 (NON-scrollable) 

Cursor - Hand, Finger pointing, Left, Up 

Remark - Quite a big hand for such small characters. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Character appears in textfield 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback -

Remark-

REMARKS 
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CD-i-Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1ae11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-screen Keuoooras - Anoena1ces 
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-ERM - 'Catalogus' 

- Training, Info. 
- Entering of a number of characters to find a word. 
-NONE 

- Entering of (part of) a word to find an item 
- In case of training: quite otten. 

Number 1 of 2 

Not All Data A vallable 
USE 

Type of Use 
Frequency 
Default - '100-Hz television' (first item in the list, obviously numbers are dominant over cha-

racters) 

LAY-OUT 'Begrippenlijst' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet / + Num 
Number of Lines - 2 + 1 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Characters - O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 'space' 
Delete - Last Char - '<-' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space -? 

- 24 Chars Maxima! Entry 
List - 'Articles· ltem-active 

Cursor 

Ramark-

- Arrow, left up 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected - 'pressed' look 
- Char in textfield 

(Scrollable by line and page) 

- Other feedback - List starting with selected chars 

Aural - Cursor on char -? 
- Char selected -? 
- Other feedback - ? 

List - ltem-active - Only those items can be selected that differ in colour trom the rest of the 
text 

Remark-

REMARKS 
- When the list is at the top, the 'Scroll-up Buttons· do not show (soit is not possible to scroll 'upwards' 
to the 'ZJ 
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'Begrippenlijst' ERM - 'Catalogus' 

In the upper-right corner text is displayed, while the cursor is gone (temporarily). 
'Begrippenlijst' could not find a corresponding item, so gives the next best. 
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Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 
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- ERM - 'Catalogus' 

- Info. 
- Entering of a character to find a word. 
-NONE 

Number 2 of 2 

Not All Data A vallable 
USE 

Type of Use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Entering of (part of) a word to find an item 
- In case of training: quite often. 
- '100-Hz television· (first item in the list, obviously numbers are dominant over cha-
racters) 

LAY-OUT 'Merkenoverzicht' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 13 Nurnber of Rows - 2 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space -? 

- 1 Chars Maximal Entry 
List - Line-activa (Scrollable by line and page) 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

Ramark-

- 10 

- Arrow, left up 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - colourchange of key 

- colourchange of character 
- Other feedback - List starting with selected char 

Au ral - Cursor on char -? 
- Char selected - ? 
- Other feedback - ? 

List - Line-activa 

Remark

REMARKS 

- Colourchange Text 
- Colourchange Item 

- When the list is at the top, the 'Scroll-up Buttons· do not show (so it is not possible to scroll 'upwards' 
to the 'ZJ 
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'Merkenoverzicht' ERM - 'Catalogus' 

$ome brands offer the possibility of a picture or a movie or suchlike, 
as is shown in the example below. 
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- Family Games: 1 ('Captain Alphabet') 
- 810 0215 
- Games, Wordgame. 
- Entering of a number of characters to find a word. 
- NONE (although: 4 Languages) 

Number 1 of 2 

USE 

Type of Use - Entry of a char to discover its position in a word -> to discover the word. 
- Scroll-keyboard stays in chosen position. 

Frequency 
Default 

- You need to finish the whole word, at least you scroll to every char in it. 
- At start of the game 'A' is the top-char in the letterstrip (leaving 'D' as Default.) 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet / Scroll Vert. 
Number of Lines - 7 Number of Rows - 1 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - ± 5 to± 9 Chars (depends on word-length) 
List 

Cursor 

Remark - A cursor is present preliminary to the game itself. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 

- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 

- Other feedback 

(Char is the centra/ one) 
- Captain jumps 
- Char in 'textfield' & Sailor waves (if right) 
- Sailor step forward (if wrong) 
- The actual char: 2 • 2 white lines on a yellow boat. 

(2 left of the char, 2 to the right) 
- Three-char indication of language chosen. 

-Click, 
- 3 " 'Tock' (if right) 
- 'Go Ahead' + whistle (if wrong) 

Remark -moving 'up ' (= remote-joystick forwards) means advancing in the alphabet, moving 'down' (= 
remote-joystick backwards) means going back. When only 7 chars are given, the user has to 
decide whether to go back or forth. For some this is quite a problem.. The center-char' is 
'active', without hardly any feedback. 

REMARKS 

- No 'Exit-button' on the screen. 'Button ••· pops up a screen: '1 - continue, 2 - exit'. Only 'Button •' can 
be used for char-entry. 
- Cursor: (Game starts with choosing a language. white arrow (yellow on a hotspot) for choosing.) 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

- Start Choose a prisoner (one of 4), each representing a different language. 
- Game A line of blank chars ('charfields') shows up, with a letterstrip. Scroll through the letterstrip and disco-

ver the right word by choosing the right letters. When a right one is selected, it shows up in all the pla
ces it belongs. 

- Target Find the hidden word, depending on length and discovered chars within a number of times. 
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'Captain Alphabet' 
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CD-i-Trtle -Family Games 1 Number 2 of 1 
('Full Attack' I 'Skid Kart' I 'Morphon lnvasion· / 'Hot RocksJ 
- 810 0215 
-Games 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Entry of 3 characters, probably a Name (High Score) 
-NONE 

USE 

Type of use - Entering of maximal 3 chars (probably representing a name) as the new 'High Sco
re' 

Frequency 
Default 

LAY-OUT 

- Probably the first 5 times 
- Blank 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of Lines - 5,5 Number of Rows - 5 
Alphabet CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - Blank ('Space') 
Delete - Last Char - Arrow (~) pointing left. 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- O.K. 
-No 

- 3 Chars 
- NON-active 
- 5 ( Not scrollable) 

- Arrow (~) Left/Up, white. Cursor 

Remarks - Space-key: Blank key. (Sometimes '..... J 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected - Char in textfield. (Except 'space') 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click 
- Other feedback 

List - NON-active 

Remark - The click-sound is anywhere on the screen whenever a button is pressed. lt should be Jimi
ted to the keyboard only. (or use distinguishing sounds) 

- The cursor is a white arrow on near-white keys ... 

REMARKS 
- Advice: Feedback should be extended. 
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Family Games: '1' 
('Full Attack' / 'Skid Kart'/ 'Morphon lnvasion' / 'Hot Rocks') 

'Try to find the 'R'. .. ?' 
Also look at the 'O' (or 'Q? it nearly 'grows out of the key'. 
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USE 
Type of Use 

Frequency 
Defaults 
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-Gardening by Choice: 'Flowers & Foliage' 
- 810 0018 
- Index (first char of a list) 
- NONE 

- lndexing a char to find the starting point of a list with items. 
- lt is possible to selecta 'card' to put it in a personal index. 
- When the users wants to put in another card, he/she has to start all over again ... 
- Hmm, depends on user, maybe. (He probably did pay tor it ... ) 
- Start: 'A', (first 'A' centra! in the list) 
- Returning: Again starting with 'A'. (This means that even if you want to look into 3 
different plants or flowers, starting with an 'Z', you have to start all on again .. .) 

Remark - No indication of the number of items within apart of the list, or 'missing' chars. 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet / Letterstrlp 
Number of Lines - 1 Number of Rows - '27' 
Alphabet CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions - Scroll list 
lnter-key space - NONE 

Maxima! Entry 
List 

- 1 Chars 
- Line-active 

Number of lines - 3 (4) (Scrollable) (centre line -the active one- is a double line) 

Cursor - Arrow Left/Up, Yellow. (Active alternating yellow/blue) 

Remark - No actual keys on the keyboard 
- Cursor resembles a mini-spade? 
- No endless scrolling. (scrolling into next char: yes, not trom 'Z' to 'A J 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange Cursor (altemating yellow/blue) 
- Char selected - Arrow (underneath cursor) pointing up 

- Char appears in 'Char-field' 
- Other feedback - List, item in the middle starts with selected char. 

- When selected, the arrow has a square around it. 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - Colorchange item (blue -> green) 
- Colorchange checkmark + letter (blue -> green) 
- Colorchange cursor (yellow -> yellow/blue slowly alternating) 

Remark- Alternating of cursor-co/or very slow. 
- There is no indication whether items exist starting with a certain char, except that the list 
doesn't show up. (In tact it does show up, with chars surrounding the chosen one.) Flowers 
starting with an 'X' don't exist, Botanists don't use 'Q' or 'Y' either ... 

REMARKS 

- See the Next Page .. . 
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Gardening by Choice: 'Flowers & Foliage' 

Quaking G..-ass 
Br-lza maxima ✓ A 

Sort By: 

? 

Botanicat Name :./ e Common Nam:e 

• 
.,. 
]! "t-f&;J tJ 

Master Index 

l!S.!IJ!&'l~,-tBJJ!-

0 
!Swi~sCIIM'd · ---- •-··-· ;,c l 
l ~wr t1.~:::.n 
1 · lklP.misiA dr A(IIU~?lus _ ✓ c 
_Timpo ~os, < - · ·· ·· · i/ • j 

Sorl By: h:~,,,~,,: N~:,,,, ::_.. e Co:nmon Name ..,.-

? . tJ 

Ramark 
- lnteractlon:The interaction is quite clumsy: To select a char trom the index (other than 'A J this is 
what a user has to do: Cllck on an arrow that's pointing up at the ~ ·, to select the arrow, then Drag it 
to the char you want the list to begin with, Cllck on the arrow again to deselect it, and then the user 
can stan to serail in the list to look at a plant helshe may want to use. The user bette, doesn't want 
to forget to deselect, otherwise helshe change the index-char when moving the cursor. In tact the 
user càn select an index-char by clicking underneath it, but the hotspots are not ve,y precise, to put it 
mildly. Besides the possibility isn ·t mentioned. 
-List gives 3 items, only the middle one is selectable. 
- Lots of work to find 'exit' again. (invites to 'open carriage' .. .) 
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Type of Use 
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-Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 
- (0.15 - 22/3f94 - PIMC (recordable) 
- Info / Infotainment/ Encyclopedia 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) or title to find an Item. 
- 2: QWERTY / ABCDEF (+ text small or large) 

Number 1 of 2 

Type of Use - Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item in and article or in a title. 
Frequency - More serious search 
Default - ABCDEF (with 'small' text') 

- Start: Textfield empty 
- Returning: Last input. 

LAY-OUT 'ABCDEF' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet + Numerlc Keypad 
Number of lines - 4 Number of Rows - 7 (Alph.)+ 3 (Numeric) 
Alphabet - small - Sans - /talie 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 & ... < 'Space· 
Delete - Last Char - Arrow to the left ('<') 

-All chars - Double arrow to the left ('«') 
Extra Functions - Title-search /Word-search Il Main, Help, Return 

- Scroll-list 
- Yes (vertical) 

- 28 Chars 

lnter-key space 

Maxima! Entry 
List - Line-active ( In Title- as wel/ as in word-search: new screen) 
Number of lines - 10 (Scrollable) ('Categories · are given, holding to max. 200 items) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Purple 

Remar1< - No actual 'keys· on the keyboard 
-Visibility of the inter-key space depends on quality of the monitor. 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange char. (black-> red) 

- White 'blur' underneath the char 
- Char selected - Char appears in textfield. 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback - - -

List - Line active - Rectangle around line(+ item), whitish. 
- item slelected - Colorchange Line (brownish -> whitish) 

Remar1< - The colorchange as wel/ as the 'white blur' depends on use of a really good monitor. This 
can not be predicted. 

REMARKS 
- Most text is Black on White, 'active' means black-> red. Very hard to notice tor about 15 % of your 
customers ... (Mainly several types of moreless colorblind people, including me) In Genera/: the feed
back as wel/ as the readabilty should be aimed at a more genera/ audience. 
- Button •• is a shortcut to the main-screen. That's nice, but it means I am only allowed to use button• 
tor the job. lt also means that users end up at the main-screen in the middle of a search action by pure 
accident ... 
- An item leads you in tact to a list of entry-heads. 
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Number 1 of 2: 'ABCDEF' Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 

This is the default keyboard-layout as used by 'Grolier'. 
Here, also a 'OWERTY'-layout is provided, but look at the differences 

between these two /ayouts and compare them for instance with 'Compton's' 
which in a way offers the same /ayouts, but not quite the same ... 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1on1no On-Screen Kevoooros - Aooena1ces 
Appendix D _ 'the CD-i Titlea' 

- Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 
- (0.15 - 22/3/'94- PIMC 
- Info / Infotainment/ Encyclopedia 
- Entry of (part of a) word(s) or title to find an Item. 
- 2: QWERTV / ABCDE (+ text small or large) 

Number 2 of 2 

Type of Use - Entry of (part of a) word(s) to find an Item in and article or in a title. 
Frequency - More serious search 
Default - ABCDEF (with 'small' text') 

- Start: Textfield empty 
- Returning : Last input. 

LAY-OUT 'QWERTY' 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTV + Numerlc 
Number of lines - 3 (Alph) + 1 (Numer.) Number of Rows - 10 
Alphabet - small - Sans - /talie 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O & ... < 'Space' 
Delete - Last Char - Arrow to the left ('<') 

-All chars - Double arrow to the left ('«') 
Extra Functions - Title-search /Word-search // Main, Help, Return 

- Scroll-list 
- Yes (vertical) 

- 28 Chars 

lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List - Line-active ( In Title- as wel/ as in word-search: new screen) 
Number of lines - 1 O (scrollable) ('Categories· are given, holding to max. 200 items) 

Cursor - Arrow, LefVUp, Purple 

Remark - No actual 'keys' on the keyboard 
- Visibility of the inter-key space depends on quality of the monitor. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange char. (black -> red) 
- White 'blur' underneath the char 

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield. 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - Rectangle around line (+ item), whitish. 
- item slelected - Colorchange Line (brownish -> whitish) 

Remark - The colorchange as wel/ as the 'white blur' depends on use of a really good monitor. This 
can not be predicted. 

REMARKS 

- Most text is Black on White, 'active ' means black-> red. Very hard to notice tor about 15 % of your 
customers ... (Mainly several types of moreless colorblind people, including me) In Genera/: the feed
back as wel/ as the readabilty should be aimed at a more genera/ audience. 
- Button •• is a shortcut to the main-screen. That's nice, but it means I am only allowed to use button• 
tor the job. lt also means that users end up at the main-screen in the middle of a search action by pure 
accident ... 
- An item leads you in tact to a list of entry-heads. 
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Number 2 of 2: 'QWERTY' Grolier Electronic Encyclopedia 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Hachette, Dictionnaire ~. 
- 812 0097 
- Info/ Dictionnaire 
- Entry of a word 
- None 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Input of one (or more) word(s) 
- Each item 
- Start: No 'eraser· (= Delete-Button) 
- Return: Last typed item. 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 2 (A-N, 0-2) Number of Rows - 14 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - Backspace ('<-') ('Double KeyJ 

- All chars - 'Eraser' 
Extra Functions (Main, Help, Prev, Mark; outside keyboard) 
lnter-key space - None 

Maxima! Entry 
List 

- 15 Chars 
- Line-active 

Number of lines - 8 (scrollable) 

Cursor 

Remark-

- Arrow, Left/Up, Black 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected 

- Other feedback 

Au ral - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

- Colorchange Cursor (black -> red) 
- Positionchange Key (and char) ('pushed in' - look) 
- Char appears in Textfield 
- List appears, starting with selected char(s) 
- (after first char) 'Delete-button' pops up. 

List - Line active - Colorchange item (black -> reddish) 

Remark - Selecting the delete-buttons means not the button is pressed, but the 'eraser-icon' within 
the 'button '. (Shadow underneath dissappears, eraser shifts position) 

- Line feedbakc hardly visible tor± 15%., within subject 'Atlas' Blue -> Red much better .. . ) 

REMARKS 
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Hachette, Dictionnaire ~. 
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CD-i- Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Horoscoop - 'Sterren' 

- Edutainment 
- Input of name 
- None 

- Input of Name 

USE 
Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Probably tor every horoscope 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY 
Number of lines 1 Number of Rows - 1 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - IJ - 'space' 
Delete - Last Char - 'backspace' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions - 'oké' 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

Remark-

- 15 Chars 
-? (Scrollable) 
-? 

- Arrow, left up 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange character 
- colourchange key 

- Char selected - appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - - -

Aural - Cursor on char - ? 
- Char selected -? 
- Other feedback -? 

List -? 

Remark -

REMARKS 
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lt is a pity that only this part of the textfield is used. 
Maybe it could be improved by placing the text in the middle? 
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- Hotel Mario CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- 818 0035 (Demonstration Only) 
-Game 
- High Score / Save game 
- None 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Input of 3-letter code : highscore/ password 
- After once trying it? 
- Blanks 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines 1 Number of Rows - 1 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O . ! 'et cetera' 
Delete - Last Char - yes 

- All chars - none 
Extra Functions - 'SAVE' 
lnter-key space - none 

Maximal Entry - 3 Chars 
List 
Number of lines - 5 (NON-scrollable) 

Cursor - none 

Remark - Unnecessary Terrible, should we call this a keyboard? Should we want to use this ? 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Character appears 
- Char selected - Next character appears/ 'SAVE' appears 
- Other feedback - - - -

Aural - Cursor on char - - - -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback - - - -

List 

Remark - We are not pleased. 

REMARKS 

- Let's say time was running out, or something like that. A nice occasion to remember one of my favou-
rites: There never is time to do it right, 

but there always is time to do it over . .. 
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This is as much as you can see of the keyboard, 
although it does provide numbers and several other characters ... 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Inca 
- 810 0126 
-Game 
- Entry of code 
- None 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Entry of a code. (necessary to go toa next level next time) 

- None 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Numerlc Keypad 
Number of lines - 3 Nurnber of Rows - 4 
Alphabet CAF21+AbS / SFMII SaRo / Se rif F2laiR / !#a.li6 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - '<-' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - None 

('exit', 'ok') 

Maxima! Entry 
List 

- 6 Chars 

Number of lines 

Cursor 

Remark-

- 'very small representation of an lnca-statue' (kind of sun-god?) 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Light rectangle around key. 
- Char selected - Char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback -

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark-

REMARKS 
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Inca 

'Inca' uses a very particular cursor, very much in style. Unfortunately it may hide things ver 
effective/y, and unnecessarily (as you can see above, 'Inca' also uses an enc/osing recatngle). 

For a better look at the cursor, see the picture at the bottom. 
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Gu1 ae11nes lor oes1gn1ng On-screen Kevoo oras - Aooenaices 
Appendix D _ ' the CD -i Titlea' 

-Know Now - 'Module 1' 
'Klantvriendelijk en Klantgericht Functioneren' 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Training 
- input of Name, input of code 
- None 

Not All Data Aval/bie 
USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 

- Entry of name and personal number (chosen by the user) 
- Start of the course: Name and number, after that the user may choose his or her 

name from a list and only enters his or her personal code-number. 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY 
Number of lines - 7 Number of Rows - 4 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O - = : , . 'spacebar' 
Delete - Last Char - '<-' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions - 'OK' 
lnter-key space - ? 

Maxima( Entry - 8 Chars (Number: 2 chars) 
List - Line-active 
Number of lines - 2 * ± 7 (?) 

Cursor 

Remark-

- Arrow, left up 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char - ? 
- Char selected - ? 
- Other feedback -? 

List - Line-active 

Remark-

REMARKS 
- I am not sure whether it is possible to enter characters other than numbers in the code (the user is 
asked to enter a two-digit code) otherwise it is a bit overdone to have the whole keyboard alf of the 
time. 
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Module 1 - 'Klantvriendelijk en Klantgericht Functioneren' KnowNow 

In this training-program the user first is asked to put in his or her name (up to 8 characters) and then to 
enter a two-number personal code (to be made up by the user) 

mu 

II 

lq_:_~~-:.:.:,·,:,:,.,:,:,:,:,i,i,

1

,i,i,.,:,1,1, •. -.• ,:_., i.,lÏÎr111111110i-■1t,:.i, :_ i,:_ :,:_~,:_:,:,.,i,i,i_._i:J,!, !,!,i,i,1,i,i:l:1,i,!_i_i,1, :_:_-.i_:,•_!.,•!,i,1,i,l,·.1_~.!_. 
·.~· ..•. './{{{:)\(:;:\#\::f{{:\:f) 
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CD-i-Tltle 

Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

Gu1ae11nes rrn Des1gn1ng on-screen Kevoooras - AOoena1ces 
Append ix 0 . ' the CO -i T i tlea ' 

- Kursbuch Gesundheids Encyclopedia 
(better health disc) 

- (1 .01 - 29/11!94 - PIMC) 
- Info / Encyclopedia / Lexicon 
- Index 
- None 

- Typing an index, up to 3 chars, to find an item. 

- Start : Textfield 'blank', List starting with the first 'A'-items 
- Retuming: same state as 'start' 
- Aftar 'CLEAR' : List according to the previous chosen items. 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 7 Number of Rows - 4 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

- All chars - 'CLEAR' 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

- Up/Down-arrows (scroll-list) 
-No 

Maximal Entry 
List 

-3 Chars 
- Item-activa 

Number of lines - 9 (scrollable) 

Cursor - Hand, pointing finger, Right/Up, yellow 

Remark - 'Clear'-key, double format, other colour. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange Key (lights up) 
- Colorchange Char (lights up) 
- Colorchange Cursor (yellow -> black) 

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield. 
- Other feedback - Scroll-list changes, Selected char(s) ± in the middle. 

Aural - Cursor on char - - -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback - - -

List - Item active - Colorchange item (black -> blue) 

Remark- Interface depends heavily on scrolling (and thus: the number of items involved) 

REMARKS 

- In the scro/1-list every item has its own bar,· but you have to click on the actual item to select, as the 
keyboard is to the right and the names start at the left side, tor a short name this means unnecessary 
travelling distance. 
- When an interface depends so heavily on scrolling, it limits the number of items (here just on 400), 
this also means that extension-possibilities wil/ be limited. (Most users don 't want to scro/1 through 
4000 items, nobody through 40,000 items ... ) 
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Kursbuch Gesundheids Encyclopedia 

"t ::::::::::::::::::,.:.:_:/::_ 

tá? ]StiHên und StiUzeit 

~ li~îs 

Although this keyboard has one of the most functional layouts possible, 
it is a pity this is not extended to the rest of the interface. 

To name a few 'why's': - Why this position of the Scrof/-Buttons? 
- Why this position of the CLEAR-Button? 
- Why this particular place tor the Help-Button? (the Question-mark) 

and last but not least: - Why has a user -although the lines in the list do look like keys- to click an ITEM? 
(instead of a line, that is) 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1oe11nes lor □ es1on1no on-soeen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendix 0 . ' the CD-i Titlea ' 

-Lingo 
- 814 0102 (1.04 -16/12/'94-Test Phase 2) 
- Entertainment, Game, Wordgame 
- Entry of a Word, Entry of a Name 
- 3 (Keyboard, Letterstrip, Wordlist) 

Number 1 of 3 

USE 

Type of use - Choose a char that may be the next char in the hidden word that starts with the 
given char. 

Frequency 
Default 

- Not more than five times for each word. (That's the total of chances that you get) 
- In one round, every turn you start with the given char. 
- In fact it is not possible to change the given char in the textfield. (In fact it ls possi-
ble, but you'II get an error-message, that this word is not known ... ) 

LAY-OUT 'Keyboard' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 4 Number of Rows - 7 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - LJ (In case of Name-input, 'blank' key = space) 
Delete - Last Char - Click on the char in the 'text-field' & replace. 

- All chars - Click on any char in 'text-field' & replace from there on. 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

-NONE 

- 5 to 7 Chars (Depends on game-choice/level) 
- No List 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Light-yellow. 

Remark - IJ is a special char in the Dutch language. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

Au ral - Cursor on char 

- Colorchange Key (yellow -> blue) 
- Colorchange Char (black-> white) 
- Appears in textfield 
- Next place in textfield 'ready' 
- Which chars righVin the right place in textfield. 

- Char selected - Click (double) 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- I do like this game, but why is the keyboard so terrible small? Of course you can set the time to 'no li
mit', but then it's not much of a game, is it? 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

Start Choose the type of play (One, One to One, or Team to Team), Level and Interface. 
Game A char shows up, followed by a line of blank chars ('charfields', 4 to 6). Fill the blank chars so they forma 

word. Click OK. The user is told which chars are right (and in the right place), and which are right but in 
the wrong place. 

Target Find the hidden word, depending on length, given the first char (and discovered chars)within a number of 
times. 
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Number 1 of 3: 
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'the Keyboard' 

.· .... \b ... ?:1 .. ; :)51.... .... :AJ~ .. JJLJ:/i/: . 

. :.:J[EtJ.tl:tlit~l .ML 
··:: ... •••··te .. ~a •.tB::.±5:•••·fE•:•.•~•··••. 
-:•·· 

.-:;:; .. i?'.:~;:::"' 
:-:•:••··•.• 

'Lingo' uses the same keyboard-/ayout tor the players names. 
See the pictures below. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1oe11nes ror Des1gn1ng on-Screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD - i T i tles ' 

- Lingo 
- 814 0102 (1 .04 - 16/12/'94 - Test Phase 2) 
- Entertainment, Game, Wordgame 
- Entry of a Word 
- 3 (Keyboard, Letterstrlp, Wordlist) 

Number 2 of 3 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Choose a char that may be the hidden word starting with the given char. 
- Each turn maximal 5 times 
- In one round, every turn you start with the given char. 
- In tact it is not possible to change the given char in the textfield. (In tact it ls possi-
ble, but you'II get an error-message, that this word is not known ... ) 

LAY-OUT 'Letter-Strip ' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 1 Number of Rows - 28 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Characters - L.J 
Delete - Last Char - Click on the char in the 'text-field' & replace. 

- All chars - Click on any char in 'text-field' & replace trom there on. 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - NONE 

Maximal Entry - 5 to 7 Chars (Extra 'Charfieldï 
List - No List 
Number of lines 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Light-yellow. 

Remark - IJ is a special char in the Dutch language. 
- There is a special 'Char-field' showing the 'active· char. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Arrow pointing down to char 
- Char in 'Char-field' 

- Char selected - Appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - Next place in textfield 'ready' 

- Which chars right/in the right place in textfield. 
Aural - Cursor on char 

- Char selected - Click (double) 
- Other feedback 

Remark - Letterstrip is 'active · (meaning 'responds to cursor-position) when the cursor is in the right 
part of the screen (where the letterstrip is located). The chars are hardly recognisable, in tact 
the 'char-field' functions as a 'Horizontal Scrollable One-key Keyboard'. (But only back and 
forth, no 'endless· scrolling like trom 'Z' directly to ~ ï 

REMARKS 

- I do like this game, but again, why is this keyboard so terrible small? 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

Start Choose the type of play (One, One to One, or Team to Team), Level and Interface. 
Game A char shows up, followed by a line of blank chars ('charfields', 4 to 6) . Fill the blank chars so they forma 

word. Click OK. The user is told which chars are right (and in the right place), and which are right but in 
the wrong place. 

Target Find the hidden word , depending on length, given the fi rst char (and discovered chars) within a number of 
times. 
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'the Letter-Strip' 

The letterstrip does provide more feedback than the picture above does show. 
In this Dutch word-game the 'IJ' is used as one vowel. 

The picture below does show the multiple feedback of the strip. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

GuIoe11nes 1or oesIgn1ng On-screen Kevoooros • Aooeno1ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD - i Titlea ' 

- Lingo 
- 814 0102 (1 .04- 16/12/'94-Test Phase 2) 
- Entertainment, Game, Wordgame 
- Entry of a Word 
- 3 (Keyboard, Letterstrip, Wordllst) 

Number 3 of 3 

USE 
Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Choose a char that may be the hidden word starting with the given char. 
- Maximal 5 times, each turn 
- In one round, every turn you start with the given char. 

LAY-OUT 'Word-list' 

Type of Keyboard - Scroll Vert. 
Number of lines - 5 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - U 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions - Scroll up/down - arrows. (triangle, pointing up/down) 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - 5 to 7 Chars 
List - Line-active = ltem-active 
Number of lines - 5 (scrollable) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Light-yellow. 

Remark - Arrows at the right side of the list 
- Endless scrolling within the given char. 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on 8Raf word - Rectangle around word. 

- Char word selected - Word appears in field 
- Other feedback - Which chars right/in the right place in textfield. 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click (double) 
- Other feedback - Click (once) on pressing scroll-button. 

List - Line active - Rectangle around item (white) 

Remark - No visual feedback that user is on a 'Scro/1-arrow' 

REMARKS 

-The 'Up-arrow' is at the top of the list, the 'Down-arrow' at the bottom. Why so far apart? Why so small? 
(They could have been long, pointing arrows.) 

- lt could be of great help if there was a way to speed up scrolling,or better even to haven an idication 
of the number of items and to be able to start somewhere between the first and the last item at your 
choice. Like when opening a dictionary, when you want 'C' you don·t open the book int the middle or 
at the end, but somewhere up front. And then again you may estimate to turn by page(= 'to scrollï or 
to skip a few pages. 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

Start Choose the type of play (One, One to One, or Team to Team), Level and Interface. 
Game A char shows up, followed by a line of blank chars ('charfields', 4 to 6) . Fill the blank chars so they forma 

word. Click OK. The user is told which chars are right (and in the right place), and which are right but in 
the wrong place. 

Target Find the hidden word, depending on length, given the first char (and discovered chars) within .a number of 
times. 
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Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1ng On-screen Kevoo□ros - Aooenolces 
Append ix 0 . ' the CD - i Titles ' 

'the Word-list' Lingo 

'Lingo' uses seven-letter words as maximum. (Five-letter words are the minimum) in the game. 
(as shown above, in the word-list) 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1de11nes ror oeslgnlng on-screen Kevoooras - Aooena1ces 
Appendix D . 'the CD-i Titles' 

- Nationale Spellingspel 
- version 1.02, Dutch 

- Edutainment, Game, 'Dictionary' 
- Word-entry / Name-input 
- None (Admlnlstratlon / Classes 1 to 4) 

- input of word (within a certain amount of time) 

Number 1 of 2 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Depends on the number of friends a user wants to compete with. 
- None 

LAY-OUT 'Administration·: Input of Name(s). 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY 
Number of lines - 3 (excl. space-bar) Nurrber of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 'space' 
Delete - Last Char - <-

- All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 

- 'return' (when selecting 2 players) 
-yes 

- 8 Chars 

(high score - list, another screen) 
Number of lines - 2 (NON-scrollable) 

- 5 (NON-scrollable) (high score-list, another screen) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left Up, Blue ('active' : Red) 

Remark - Keyboard is shown in 'wide perspective·, it uses a lot of (unused) space that way. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange cursor (blue -> red) 
- colourchange key (whitish -> yellowish) 
- position-shift key ('touched' look) (that is to say, I did see it, once ... 

Damaged disk ?) 
- Char selected - char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - - - -

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - ltem-active 

Remark - position of the hotspots is not very clear. Sometimes there is feedback of a key 
(colourchange) but not possible to 'type'. The feedback of the cursor is needed too. 

REMARKS 

- lt is not so clear how to get down to the keyboard. 

- Selecting one or two players is quite difficult, due to the small targets. 
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Number 1 of 2: 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1nc on-screen Kevooaros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD -i T i tlea ' 

'Administratie' Nationale Spellingspel 
(Dutch Word-game) 

~~ 
-::: . . :;:ë:=~;-:~: . 

First: select the number of players (picture below, left) then scro/1 down and enter the name(s) 
Also it is possible to choose among a Keyboard and Multiple Choice to enter the correct spe/led word. 

From each class the High Score can be looked at. 
(Here Class 1, players yet to score.) 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

Gu1oe 11 nes ror Des1gn1ng on-Screen Kevooaros - Aooeno1 ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD- i Titles' 

- Nationale Spellingspel 
- version 1.02, Dutch 

- Edutainment, Game, 'Dictionairy' 
- Word-entry / Name-input 
- None (Administration / Classes 1 to 4) 

- input of word (within a certain arnount of time) 
- Very frequent. 
- none 

LAY-OUT 'Classroom': Input of words 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY 
Number of lines - 3 (excl. space-bar) Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 'space' 
Delete - Last Char - <-

- All chars 
Extra Functions - 'play'(= next word) and 'return· (= stop time) 
lnter-key space - yes 

-- -- Chars 

Number 2 of 2 

Maximal Entry 
List - none different screen: dictionairy, scrolling by page(= by item) 
Number of lines 

Cursor - Arrow, Left Up, Blue ('active' : Red) 

Remark - Keyboard is shown in 'wide perspective ·, it uses a lot of (unused) space that way. 
- 'Delete Last Character·, should at least be on the left as wel/ on the right side of the keyboard. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - colourchange cursor (blue -> red) 
- colourchange key (whitish -> yellowish) 
- position-shift key ('touched' look) (that is to say, I did see it, once ... 

a Damaged Disk ?) 
- Char selected - char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - - - -

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark - position of the hotspots is not very clear. Sometimes there is feedback of a key (change of 
colour) but not possible to 'type '. 

REMARKS 

- The goal of the game is to get as many words as possible spe/led right as tast as possible. Because 
spelling is the main issue here, a user would be helped if the attention was not diverted trom the actual 
spelling itself by searching for the position of the needed letter. A good solution would be to offer the 
user the choice of more keyboard-layouts. 
- Restoring a character takes far too much time, one solution could be to put another 'delete last 
character'-function in more than one place. (say on the left side too.) (Another solution is to leave out 
the time-element but that devaluates the game too much as a game.) 
- The distance to the 'play' button is not practical, it could -tor instance- be linked with the return
button. 
- lt does not fee/ fair when your opponent gets to spel/ the word you just tried and got corrected .. . 
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Number 2 of 2: 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1no on-screen Kevooaros - Aooeno1ces 
Append i x D . 't he CD -i T i tle s ' 

'Klas' ('Classroom') 

0 0 ... 

1 

Nationale Spellingspel 
(Dutch Word-game) 

s tart 

► 

After entering a classroom (below: 'Class 1J press start (where?}, scroll down, play the game. 
The number '45' (picture below) is the number of seconds still available. 
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CD-i- Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 

Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

Gu1oe11 nes ror oeslQnlnQ on-screen Kevoo □ros • AO□eno1ces 

Appendix D . 't he CD-i Titlea' 

- 'Oxford', the Concise ~ Dictionary 
- (1 .03 - 27/10/'94 - PIMC) 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Dictionary /Thesaurus/ Game/ Wordgame 
- Entry of (part of a) word. 
-NONE 

- Entering (part of a) word to find an item. 
- Entering (part of a) word to find an item and its meaning 
- Entering (part of a) word to find an item and have it pronounced 
- Entering (part of a) word to find an item and use the Thesaurus. 
- The first time you start it, text is linked. 
- Start: Dictionary, with Thesaurus as an option. (Unless the game is selected.) 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 7 / 8 Number of Rows - 4 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln ('Handwritten') 
Extra Characters - * (asterix) 
Delete - Last Char - !<-

· All chars -X 
Extra Functions - NONE (scro/1-functions are not on the keyboard) 

('Magnetic fee/') lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - 11 Chars 
List - Line-active 
Number of lines - 7 (scrollable) (By Word or by Page) 

Cursor 

Remarks 

- Square, blue / Circle, red) 

- Scro/1-list buttons: nextlprev Item as wel/ as 'page' (= number of items showed) 
- Clicking button• means find word, button•• means pronounce word. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange cursor (blue -> red) 
- Formchange cursor (square-> circle, both 'open') 

- Char selected - Cursor 'filled' (red circle -> red filled circle) 
- Other feedback - List with (words starting with) selected chars centra! 

- Central Item differs in colour (blue between black's) 
- Cursor 'jumps' on char ('magnetic feel') 
- 'Waiting time' : cursor blue square (filled) with whit 'x' 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line-active - Colorchange cursor (blue -> red) 
- Formchange cursor (square-> circle) 
- Centra! item: blue on white (instead black on yellowish) 

Remark - Feedback is very clear and very evident. 

REMARKS 

- The Keyboard-layout is 'homely' ('handwritten ' capitals on a torn-off piece of paper), but the textfield 
uses 'small' chars with a 'printed' ('typed') look. The latter adds to the readability while the former adds 
an somewhat unconstrained atmosphere. 
- The 'magnetic fee/' works fine, but tends to restrict to mere horizontal and vertical movements, sup
pressing crossing (other than 45°) 
- Nice Game aboard ! 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

The game does not use the keyboard. 
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Gu1ae11nes lor oes1gn1ng On-Soeen Kevoooras - Aopenalces 
Appendi x D . ' the CD- i Title s' 

'Oxford', the Concise ~ Dictionary 

text 
textbook 

-: 

&1rl~ll1!ii 
'Oxford' uses two different cursors, an 'active' cursor -as shown above- with a nice 'magnetic fee/'. 

Unfortunately it jumps to the center of the 'key', so hiding the se/ectab/e letter. (picture above: 'FJ 
The 'non-active' cursor is shown below (above the text-entry). 

text 
textbook 
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Gu1ae11nes ror oes1gn1no on-screen Keuooar□s - Aonen□lces 

Appendix D . ' the CD-i Titles ' 

CD-i - Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Philips Interactief Magazine '92/'93 
- 920 005 (1 .0 - oct. '92) 
- Info/ Training/ Selling-support 
- Entering a Name / Index 
- 2 (QWERTY / ABCDEF) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Entering a name. (i.c. the name of the dealer) Soit can be displayed in the movie. 
- Once (probably the first time) 
- Blank textfield. 

LAY-OUT 'QWERTY' (Dealer-name) 

Type of Keyboard - QWERTY 
Number of lines - 3 + 1 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 O - & , . 'Space-bar' 
Delete - Last Char - <-

- All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space - Yes 

Maximal Entry - ± 34 Chars (Depends on chars used, more i's than w's) 
List - No List 

Cursor - Arrow (' '), Up, White 

Remark - Layout is very recognisable (a picture of a typewriter). Keys not in use (like 'Return·, 'Shift', 
'TabJ are 'greyed', but not all of them ... I wonder why. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchange Key (white -> yellowish) 
- Char selected - Char in Textfield 
- Other feedback - - -

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark - lt is quite unclear what the exact position of the hotspots is, because the typewriter is shown 
in perspective with a kind of a bit of a 'fish-eye' view. Recognisability is very high, but the work

satisfaction very low. (You do like having a short name .. .) 

REMARKS 

-Quite clumsy, but customers do not see that, and the firm probably has to use this only once ... 
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Number 1 of 2: 

< 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Append ix D . ' th e CD -i T i tles ' 

'Dealer-Name' Philips Interactief Magazine 
'92/'93 

~;f i\1lll!t]\:~::::::::::::::ii:::::i:i:II:::•:::I•::•,:::-••••--. -

The cursor is the upside down 'V' on the spacebar. The unused keys are dark-grey. 
But why the unused light-grey keys? 
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CD-i-Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 

Gu1ae11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-screen Kevooo ras - Aooena1ces 
Appendix 0. 'the CD -i Titles' 

-Philips Interactief Magazine '92/'93 
- 920 005 (1.0 - oct. '92) 
- Info/ Training/ Selling-support 
- Entering a Name / Index 
- 2 (QWERTY / ABCDEF) 

- lndexing as part of a training tor salespeople. 

Number 2 of 2 

- Find an item by selecting the first char (and eventually scroll) (The click on an item 
to get the information you want.) 

Frequency 
Detaults 

- Depends on experience. (But it is a training device, could well be updated) 
- Blank list, no 'hilited' char. 

LAY-OUT 'ABCDEF' ('TrainingJ 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - ± 5 (uneven length) Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions - Scroll buttons list. 
lnter-key space - Yes 

Maximal Entry - 1 Chars 
List 
Number of lines - 14 (scrollable) 

Cursor - Arrow (' '), Up, White. 

Remark - No actual keys 
- No indication of number of items in a list 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Change in char ('Clears up) 
- Char selected - List starting with selected char (or parts of lists around that char when it is 

not available) 
- Other feedback 

Au ral - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - Colorchange item (black-> blue) 

Remark- Nice feedback when a char is 'active'. lt functions moreless the same way as a spotlight, but a 
spot wouldn't work wel/ here, because then also lights apart of the surroundings would light 
up. This is done very wel/. 

REMARKS 

- lt works wel/, because the number of items is limited. Scrolling is not that important, because the num
ber of items within apart of the list is limited so that mostly it fits within the 14 lines available. 
- The font in the list is quite small, on a 55 cm-set the readability is quite poor. 
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Number 2 of 2: 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-Screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendix o_ 'the CD-i Titlea · 

'Training' Philips Interactief Magazine 
'92/'93 

.:.\ .. ·<'{ 
' ~-" '.<\)) 

teletekst 
teletekst 
hit movie expand 
timer 
timer schakelaar 
timer /sleeptimer 
tcme defeat 
TOP en FLOf teletekst 
transiient 
tuner 

· tweeter 

-
lt is a remarkable way of feedback, and it is a pity that it is partially hidden by the cursur, 

but it still is a very nice idea. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Philips Interactieve Encyclopedie Number 1 of 2 

- Info / Infotainment 
- Entering a (part of a) word 
- 2 (Keyboard/ Letterstrip) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults - Blank list. 

LAY-OUT 'Keyboard' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 2 Number of Rows - 13 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Serif - Plaln 
Extra Characters - - . ' , Spacebar 
Delete - Last Char - '<-' 

- All chars - 'X' 
Extra Functions - Change keyboard (Letter-strip) 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

Remark-

Chars 
- ltem-active 
- 7 ( scrollable) 

- Arrow, Up, White. 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colourchange of key 

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - List starting with selected chars 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Item active - Colorchange item 

Remark-

REMARKS 
- A large part of the encyclopedia is more of a dictionary. I am not sure where the Encyclopedia ends 
and the Dictionary starts. 
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Number 1 of 2: ' 

Gu1oe11nes ror □es1gn1ng on-screen Kevooaros - Aooeno1ces 
Appendi x D . 't he CD -i T i tles ' 

'Keyboard' Philips Interactieve tncyclope
die 

Pressing Button Two brings up a bar with the main functions (see picture below) 
Notice the easy way to change the keyboard: click on the curved arrow on the right, just above the keyboard. 

· ··• . tr···r i t-•,. .>. ·: s:- ·- :• c ; ·• · 

a lSD"8 
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CD-i - Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 
Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

Gu1oe11nes rrn oes1gn1ng On-screen Keuoooros · AooenOlces 
Appendix D. ' the CO-i Titlea' 

- Philips Interactieve Encyclopedie 

- Info 
- Entering a (part of a) word 
- 2 (Keyboard/ Letterstrlp) 

- Blank list. 

LAY-OUT 'Letter-strip' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 1 Number of Rows - 31 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Serif - Plain 
Extra Characters - - . ' , Spacebar 
Delete ·_ Last Char - '<-' 

- All chars - 'X' 
Extra Functions - Change keyboard (Letter-strip) 
lnter-key space 

Maxirnal Entry Chars 
List - ltem-active 
Number of lines - 7 (scrollable) 

Number 2 of 2 

Cursor 

Remark-

- Arrow, Up, White (in genera/, there is no cursor 'on ' the strip) 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Cursor disappears, Arrow above the selectable character 

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - List starting with selected chars 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Item active - Colorchange item 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- A large part of the encyclopedia is more of a dictionary. I am not sure where the Encyclopedia ends 
and the Dictionary starts. 
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'Letterstrip' Philips Interactieve Encyclope
die 

,J~~1~~1;111lili1(1::::::::;::;:::t~î::r:t 1st: =::::::::i~::::1:::;:: :i::i:it itIIIImtKt: 

.üsseswWif},, 

:!;\;~-,, 

Pressing Button Two brings up a bar with the main functions (see picture below) 
Notice the easy way to change the keyboard: click on the curved arrow on the right, just above the keyboard. 

I;:::::I:Ift/i!J/%'.::W:i>J::::::::::::::Jt:::tm,:r~;:;""' , .. · \ •i::;••:• 

!iJJi:lif !~ek' · 

· -.'::•· . · 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Photo-CD on CD-lnteractive 
- (version 3.1) 
- Entertainment 
- Entering of a Name 
-NONE 

USE 
Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Entering a name tor the slide-show the user has made or is going to make. 
- Not to aften (tor most users) 
- Blank Textfield. 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 2 + 1 Number of Rows - 13 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - O 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 'space-bar' 
Delete - Last Char - 'X' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions - 'OK' 
lnter-key space - ? 

Maximal Entry - 1 O Chars 
List 

Cursor 

Remark-

- Arrow, left up 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char -

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield 
- 'Rectangle' around key. (Follows the form of the key, see Backspace) 

- Other feedback 

Au ral - Cursor on char - ? 
- Char selected - ? 
- Other feedback - ? 

List 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- Frankly I was surprised to encounter an alphabetic keyboard, because the Photo-CD's that I knew all 
had QWERTY-boards ... 
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SAVE 

Gu1oe11nes ra, oes1gn1ng on-Screen Kevooords - Appendices 
Appendix D . ' the CD- i T i tles ' 

Photo-CD (on CD-lnteractive) 

On a Photo-CD the user can compose a number of 'slide-shows' (at least three) and name them. 

Disc Nurriber 
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CD-i-Title 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Scarry, Richard~, Allerdrukste Buurt Disc 
- 814 0018 
- Edutainment / Entertainment 
- Entering of a Name 
-NONE 

USE 

Type of use - Entering a name. (So you can read your name in the local Newspaper) 
- Back at home you can even see your name on the tv-screen! 

Frequency 
Defaults 

- Knowing children: Lots and lots of times. (& Granny's name, & Mu m's, & so on .. . ) 
- Blank Textfield. 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 3 Number of Rows - 8-8-18 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans (except 1-J) - Plaln ('HANDWRITTEN') 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - 'WIS' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

- 'KLAAR' (= 'OK'), 'a telephone' (= 'Help') 

Maximal Entry 
List 

-Yes 

- 10 Chars 

Cursor - Star ('8'), Filled, Red 

Remark - A 'Kid-computer' with an Alphabetic Keyboard, functions in Dutch. 
- The keyboard is drawn in perspective ('Small childeren-viewpoint' ?) 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colorchanges Cursor (red -> blue/yellow alternating) 

- Char selected - Char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click 
- Other feedback - - -

Remark - Timeout: Spoken explanation and pointing at the telephone tor help. 

REMARKS 
- / love this disc (and so does my 4 year old daughter) Besides the user can encounter his/her name in 
several ways: - In the newspaper-office' there 's a red 'Print'-button on the wal/, that makes the perses 
rolling, finally producing a newspaper with the name in the headlines, back at 'your home', you can turn 
on the television set to see your name again as the 'special Guest· that visited the city today. _. 
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'Allerdrukste Buurt Disc' 

l 
I 

Scarry, Richard ~ 

A nice touch to this childs' disk is the tact that the child, after putting in his name (on instignation of the voice
over}, may encounter its name in several ways. From the newspaper (There is the name-entry) on the frontpage 
of the local newspaper (picture below, left), or in the leader of the news at the television-set in its own howm in 

this disk (picture below, right). 

(" .. 

BEZOEKT <+ 
DRUKKEST.t.\D -2•••• 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 

Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

Gu1ae11nes ror □es 1gn1no on-Screen Kevooar~s - Aooenalces 
Appendix D . 'the CD- i Titlea ' 

- Steel Machine 
- 810 0160 
-Game 
- Entry of word (High Score / Password) 

- Input of a word (probably a name) into the High Score 
- Input of a word (code) as a password. 
- Decreasing 
- Start : Ais selectable (it is not possible to go somewhere and return here other 
than by result in points) 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet / Scroll Hor. + Num. 
Number of lines - 1 Number of Rows - ± 46 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 ! ? [ ] : - " , . / 
Delete - Last Char - 'DELETE' 

-All chars 
Extra Functions - Delete/ Space /End// Forward('<-')/ Select/ Backward ('->') 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - 8 Chars 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

Remark-

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Char undemeath arrow (in 'Machinehead') pointing down 
- Char selected - Colour-change function-key 'SELECT' 

- Char appears in textfield 
- Other feedback - - - -

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- You have to be fast enough in entering a word, after a time-out 'High Score' is selected, with whate
ver the user did (or didn 't) put in ... 
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Steel Machine 

Gu1oe11nes ror Oes1gn1ng On-Screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Append i x D . ' the CD -i T i tles ' 

'Steel Machine' uses a Letter-Strip tor High Score-input. The tont-size ensures readability but also more mental 
load, because the strip stretches outside the screen, preventing the character trom being visible all at the same 

time. (And besides that, you have to use 'On-Screen Scro/1-Buttons ', see picture below.) 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1ae11nes ra, □es1gn1ng on-Screen Kevoooros - Apoena1ces 
Appendix 0 . ' the CD-i Title a ' 

-Tell me Why '1' 
- 699 003-2 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Edutainment 
- Index/ Steps 
-NONE 

Number 1 of 2 

USE 
Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Choosing a {group of) char{s) to go to a group of subjects. 
- In this case tt is an add-on 
- No defaults (just where the cursor was, when selecting 'Card Catalogue') 

LAY-OUT 'Alphabetical Index' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 3 (A-F, G-O, P-Z) 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- 'Go Back'/ 'Features' 
-Yes 

- 1 Chars 
- (New Screen) 
-7 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Yellow 

Remark - Some chars combined: /-K, N-O, U-V, W-Z 
- The 'Textfiefd' in fact is a 'Char-field' (and sometimes a 'Combined Char-fieldJ 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

Au ral - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

- Colour-change key {'box') {orange -> blue) 
- Char in 'Char-field' 
- New screen with List, starting with selected {group of) char{s) 
- {In list only) Cursor on scroll-arrow: function-description in bottom-field. 

List - Line active - Colour-change background {pinkish -> white) 

Remark - Feedback is clear. Could be extended with sounds. A kind of 'control-bar' is always at the bot
tom. In the middle is a description of what you do, can do, or whatever. 

REMARKS 

- The arrows ('.1 Jused for the scro/1-list are placed at the far right and the far left, and also pointing in 
those directions, only they are meant to mean going down, respectively going up ... (And I know that to 
the right means proceed further, but why do I have to think of that as a user white the computer (this 
means: 'the designer) could have done that for me?) 
- There's no 'EXIT (but you keep on clicking 'Go Back', and when you stop at the right moment, you 
get there .. .) 
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Number 1 of 2: 
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'Alphabetical Index' Tell me Why '1' 

'Tell me Why' uses a c/ear idea of index-use, just by looking at the keyboard a user gets a feeling how many 
items may be expected in the different 'drawers '. The same metaphor is use in the list, except tor the Scro/1-

Buttons. You do go deeper into the drawer, not to the drawer on the right or the left. (picture below) 
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CD-i-Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-screen Kevoooros • AOoeno1ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD-i Titlea ' 

-Tell me Why '1' 
- 699 003-2 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Edutainment 
- Index/ Steps 
-NONE 

Number 2 of 2 

USE 
Type of use - Click a number to see & hear the steps in a certain process. (Available processes 

found so far: 'Light Bulb (make your own): 'Watch Yeast GrowJ 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Medium 
- None 

LAY-OUT 'Numeric Steps' 

Type of Keyboard - Numerlc Keypad (Number-Strip) 

Number of lines - 1 Number of Rows 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions - Arrow (6), pointing right. ('All steps one after another) 
lnter-key space - None 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Yellow 

Remark-

(1 to 5 I 1 to 7) 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Colour-change Key (Light-grey -> dark-grey) ('Light Bulb') 

- Colour-change Key ('Rotating colours') ('Yeast grow') 
- Title of item in 'Bottom-field' 

- Char selected - Picture accompanying the subject appears 
- Other feedback - (yeast only) Key keeps rotating 

Au ral - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Voice-Over starts the explanation 
- Other feedback 

List 

Remark-

REMARKS 
- There is no 'EXIT-button. 
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Number 2 of 2: 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-screen Kevoooras - AOoeno1ces 
Append i x D . 'the CD- i Title s' 

'Numeric Steps' Tell me Why '1' 

In this program the user is shown the way yeast may grow, and how to do that at home (picture above). Here the 
feedback on the button is the rotating of the colours. 

The picture below shows the steps in 'making your own light bulb'. Here the feedback on the buttons is a simple 
coulour-change. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

Gu1oe11nes 101 oes1gn1ng on-screen Kevoornas - AOoeno1ces 
Appendix D . ' the CD-i Titles ' 

-Text Tiles 
- 699 043-2 
- Game, Word-game 
- Drag given letters to make words / High Score 
- None 

- Positioning of given chars, so they can form words. 
- Very, very frequent. 
- Start: First Char in upper left corner. 

Number 1 of 2 

- Next: Each following char, above -if possible- or besides last char. 

LAY-OUT 'DRAG' ('GameJ 

Type of Keyboard - Random 
Number of lines - 12 (max.) Number of Rows - 12 (max.) 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

- All chars 
Extra Functions - Exit 
lnter-key space - None 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- 12*12 Chars 

Cursor - 'Key' with random char replaces cursor. 

Remark - Deleting a word is automated, as soon as a word is detected points are added and the word 
eliminated. 

- The textfield is the 'Keyboard' 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Red key, Yellowish char. 

- Char selected - Colour-change Key (Red-> White) 
- Colour-change Char (White -> Black) 
- Next char appears in field next to selected char. 

- Other feedback - Colour-change Word (when formed) (Alternating red/white) 
- The char that will be next is displayed in a 'char-field', Top/ Lett 

Au ral - Cursor on char - - -
- Char selected - Click 
- Other feedback - Muffled bell (when a char can't be placed in a particular position, tor 

instance when there already is another char in that position.) 

List 

Remark---

REMARKS 
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Number 1 of 2: 'Game' 

In the game 'Text Tiles ' uses the movable character ('key') as the cursor. 
In this picture the letter 'Y'. 
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CD-i-Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1oe11n es ror oes1on1no on-screen Kevooaros · Aooeno1ces 
Appendix 0 . ' the CD • i T i tle ■ ' 

-Text Tiles 
- 699 043-2 
- Game, Word-game 
- Drag given letters to make words / High Score 
- None 

- Entry of 3 chars in High Score 
- Decreasing 

Number 2 of 2 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults - First time there's a fake High Score (Meaning you have at least to score above ± 

100) 

LAY-OUT 'High Score' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 3 Number of Rows - 1 0 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plain 
Extra Characters - None 
Delete - Last Char - '<' 

- All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maxima! Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

- 'End' 
- None 

-3 Chars 
- Not Active 
- 4 ( Non scrollable) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, White 

Remark - A white arrow on whitish keys ... .. . 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Char hidden underneath cursor 
- Char selected - Char appears in textfield. 
- Other feedback - 'Active' line in textfield differs in colour (Keys: Red instead of White, Chars: 

White instead of Red) 
- 'End' : Keyboard & Field wiped. 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click 

- Non selectable : 'damped bell' 
- Other feedback - End: None, after 'wipe': music starts. 

List - Not active 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- The game and its rules are quite simpte. I wonder what's in all that space on the disk: a gigantic data
base of possible English words? 
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Number 2 of 2: 'High Score' Text Tiles 

The same 'Scrabble-look' as in the game part, only here the lower part of the board is the keyboard. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 

Frequency 
Default 

LAY-OUT 

Gu1oe11nes lor oeslgnln~ on-screen Kevoooros · Aooeno1ces 
Appendix 0 . 'the CD•i Titlea ' 

-TOM Magie Picture Show 
- 810 0015 
- Edutainment / Infotainment 
- Index 

(3 languages: French, English, Spanish) 

- Select a char to get a -random- choice of words starting with the selected char. 
- Hear the correct pronunciation of words (in other languages) 
- See the correct notation of words (in different languages) 
- Quite high. 
- None 
- Start: Random word chosen in selected language. 
- Position of cursor: where left 
- Toggling of languages in standard order. (French -> English -> Spanish -> French 
a.s.o.) 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 8 Number of Rows - 4 
Alphabet - Small - Sans - Plain ('Hémdwritten') 
Extra Characters - Il ('double I') i'l (Only when Spanish is the basic language) 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions - Random char-selection (center of keyboard, size in Fr & Eng: 3*2, Sp: 2*2 keys) 

- Toggle Language / Paint / Puzzle / Exit (Underneath keyboard) 
- Next word Same first Char ('actual word'), Pronounce Again ('picture') 

(with sounds belonging to the subject lots of times) 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 

- 1 Chars 
- No list 

Number of lines 

Cursor - Star (*). Red 

Remark - n is on the keyboard (in Spanish) but can't be selected, because there isn't any word star
ting with n available ... 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char 

- Char selected 

- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 

- Colour-change star (altemating) 
- Word (random) appears, starting with selected char 
- lllustration of word in picture-field 
- 'Randomizer': Tuming spiral. 
- 'Toggle': Flag-change, 'Paint': Rotating colours, 'Puzzle': Die turning, 

'Exit': Stars 

- Char selected - Pronunciation of word 
- 'Randomizer·: 'Tuming Sound' 

- Other feedback - 'Picture·: Pronunciation of word, eventually with preceding sounds 

List - No list 

Remark - lt is quite unclear which key is active, the blinking star is quite big in relation to the keys. 

REMARKS 
- Translation from English to French is awkward, the user can·t go around having the Spanish word in 
between. The same goes for French to Spanish (English in between) and Spanish to English (French 
in between.) 
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TOM Magie Picture Show 

awhistle 

The cursor is on the 'Random-Button ' which just has se/ected the 'W' . 
Feedback on the 'W'-key, as welf as in the textfield. 

In the Spanish keyboard the 'Random-key' just is smaller. (picture below) 
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CD-i - Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Verhalentoverdoos, Magische Vertellingen 1 of 2 
- 814 0007 
- Edutainment 
- Input of one or more words to form one or more sentences to forma story. 
- 2 (CAPS/ small) 

USE 
Type of use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Input of words to form sentences, to make complete stories 
- Very, very often 
- Start: small chars, Cursor at'.' 
- Going to the bottom-line (functions) default is the -centred- space-function 

which is used most often. 

LAY-OUT 'CAPS' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet / Numerlc Line 
Number of lines - 2+ 1 + 1 (Alphab. in 2, top-line: signs/numbers, bottom-line: functions) 

Number of Rows - 14 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Serif - Plaln 
Extra Characters - 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 + - 'Space' (with 'Shift'-function) 
Delete - Last Char - 'Eraser' 

- All chars - 'Leeg' 
Extra Functions - Shift ('A/a'), Colour ('Vlak'), Work-page ('Kiesblad') 
lnter-key space (visually: Yes, in use: No.) 

Maxima! Entry - ± 3*35 Chars (Depends on chars used) 
List - No List 

Cursor (A rectangle around the key in use, adjusts itself to the key-size) 

Ramarks - With this range of possibilities children are faced with a complex system. 
- All functions are placed at the bottom-line of the keyboard, going down to that bottom-line 
means going to the space-key, automatically. 

-The textfield is adjustable 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - A Rectangle around the key 

- Char selected - Char appears in Textfield 
- Other feedback - - -

Au ral - Cursor on char - - -
- Char selected - 'Ping' 
- Other feedback - 'Shift' or 'Delete All': 'Pong' 

List 

Ramark-

- No List 

REMARKS 

- l like the interaction of this keyboard, especially -after a few times using it- the fact that you always get 
'space' on hitting the bottom-line (And this is restricted, you can't go further down, although the text
field is underneath the keyboard.) Also when you go up from one of the functions at the bottom, you'/1 
find your path well laid out. I wonder though if children wil/ use the Shift-function to add a Capita/ to 
every new sentence, Names, Places et cetera. This means a tot of work: Go Down, all the way, Move 
to the Right, Go either Back or one Further, Click on 'Shift' ('Ala'), Go Up, Go to the Begln-char, 
Cllck on it, Go Down, all the way, Move to the Right, Go either Back or one Further, Click on 'Shift' 
('A/a J, Go Up to the next char. Also you could decide to write your text using only Capitals/Sma/1 
chars. 
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Num. 1 of 2: 'Caps' Verhalentoverdoos, Magische Vertellingen 
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Appendix D . ' the CD-i Titles' 

CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

- Verhalentoverdoos, Magische Vertellingen 2 of 2 
- 814 0007 
- Edutainment 
- Input of one or more words to form one or more sentences to forma story. 
- 2 (CAPS/ small) 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Default 

- Input of words to form sentences, to make complete stories 
- Very, very often 
- Start: small chars, Cursor at'.' 
- Going to the bottom-line (functions) default is the -centred- space-function 
which is used most often. 

LAY-OUT 'small' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 2+ 1 + 1 Number of Rows - 14 
Alphabet - Small - Serif - Plaln 
Extra Characters - · ' " ~ " ( ) ; : ' ç 13! ? , . 'Space' 
Delete - Last Char - 'eraser' 

- All chars - 'Leeg' 
Extra Functions - Shift ('Na'), Colour ('Vlak'), Work-page ('Kiesblad') 
lnter-key space (visually: Yes, in use: No.) 

Maximal Entry - ± 3•35 Chars (Depends on chars used) 
List - No List 

Cursor (A rectangle around the key in use, adjusts itself to the key-size) 

Remark - With this range of possibilities children are faced with a complex system. 
- All functions are placed at the bottom-line of the keyboard, going down to that bottom-line 
means going to the space-key, automatically. 

-The textfield is adjustable 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - A Rectangle around the key 
- Char selected - Char appears in Textfield 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - 'Ping' 
- Other feedback - 'Shift' or 'Delete All': 'Pong' 

List - No List 

Remark-

REMARKS 

- Use of Caps is too complicated, see Page 154 I 155 
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Num. 2 of 2: 'Small' Verhalentoverdoos. Magische Vertellingen 

:: J: '.il lf- · : ·; :~ · 

. CT'~ 1 . ·•·· 11II 
. ~ ·=;===·===1:1=w, - r . · , •• •· ··•··· 

.·.· -- ::~ ::)>iir.t · •. : ~~ ·~~iiliiiiiliïiiïiiiiii 
::_f : 
; ·.•. -

There are a lot of possible characters, inc/uding all Capitals. 
As far as / know this is only keyboard who does provide this. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Type of use 

Frequency 
Defaults 

LAY-OUT 

Gulóellnes ro, oeslQnlnQ on-Soeen Kevoomos - Aooenólces 
Appendix D . ' the CD-i Titles' 

-What's that Bird? 
- 810 0016 
- (Birds)Encyclopaedia, Info, Infotainment 
- Index (on birds-names) 

(6 languages) 

- Selecta char to get a list of birds (bird-sounds/bird-pictures) beginning with that 
char. 

- Start (of program): 'A'-list 
- Returning: Where left from. 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 6.5 Number of Rows - 4 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions - main 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 

- 1 Chars 
- Selectable by Line 

Number of lines - 1 0 Scrollable 'by page - 1' 

Cursor - Hand, Pointing Left/Up,Yellow (on keyboard) 
- Looking glass (?), Yellow. (in list) 
- Cross-beam (non active area) 

Remark--

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Form-change cursor ('+' to 'pointing finger') 
- Colour-change cursor (black -> yellow) 

- Char selected - List appears, starting with selected char. 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active 

Remark

REMARKS 

- Rectangle (black) around line(+ item) 
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What's that Bird? 

Strange but true: the feedback on the keyboard is much poorer than the feedback on the list. 
(Although this type of cursor does not hide much of the character, most of the 'T' is visible) 

Do compare the feedback on the keyboard with the picture below. 
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CD-i-Tltle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Wi nes of France 
- 810 0247 (version 1.01, 2-11- '94) 
- Info / Infotainment 
- Index 
- None 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Index, 
- Depends on the user (1 would not, see REMARKS .. . ) 
- Row of articles, starting with 'A' 

LAY-OUT 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 13 Number of Rows - 4 (!) 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters - none 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maxima! Entry 
List 

-yes 

- 1 

Number of lines - 1 O 

(scroll-buttons up/ down) 

Chars 
(No List of Items, only a Row of Articles) 
(scrollable by page Only) 

Cursor - glass of wine (non-active) / Arrow, Right Up, Green 

Remark - The advantage of having a 2-row keyboard is more than nullified by first breaking the key
board in two parts, and second -on top of that- positioning the two parts far away from each 
other. (The two parts are on one side of the list each .. . ) 

FEEDBACK 
Visual - Cursor on char - Form-change cursor (glass -> arrow) 

- Blue lines on top and bottom of key. 
- Char selected - Blue lines on top and bottom of key 

- List of articles appears, starting with a title that begins with the selected in-
dex-letter. 

- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - No List (No List of Items, only a Row of Articles) 

Remark - Position of the scro/1-buttons is not optima/, one on top of the list, the other at the bottom. 
- There is no indication of the number of Items with a certain character, no indication of the 
number of pages, no possibility to find out if a certain item exist within the list, other than by 
trying and scrolling, et cetera. 

REMARKS 
- On one hand it seems nice not to have to select a character first, than selecting an item, to arrive at 
certain information at last. This interface leaves out one step. But at what cost? A user does not know 
how many articles are 'within' a certain character, let afone the length of those articles (and some are 
more than one page !) . At least it would be a sound solution to provide the user with the number of 
items, and preferably too with the number of pages. (Each character contains about 20 pages at least, 
but 'C' for instance contains over 50 pages .. . ) This way it works more to information-enclosure .. . 
- lt could be a good idea to give the user the option to choose whether helshe wants a list of articles 
first or the articles directly 
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Wines of France 

The cursor is either an arrow (picture above) or a glass of wine (picture below) 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

USE 

Gu1oe11nes ror Des1gn1ng on-screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Append i x D . ' the CD -i Titlea' 

-Wordplay 
- 819 1004 (1.01 - 30/6/'94 -Test Phase 1) 
- Entertainment, Games, Word-games, Tactics-game 
- Collecting chars to form a word. 

(Collect / Make Word) 

Number 1 of 2 

Type of use - Selecting Chars (one out of eight) to collect chars with which a word can be made. 
- Selecting Chars (maximal eight, minimal three) trom the collected ones to make a 
word . 

Frequency - Each turn you have at least to choose, to change, or find a word. 
- Every time you collected enough chars to make a word. 

Defaults - The word to be made has 3 chars minimal. 

LAY-OUT 'Collect' (start of the game) 

- Letter-strip (8 chars) 
- 1 

Type of Keyboard 
Number of lines 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Plaln 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars (Although: by forming a wotd) 
Extra Functions - Change given Chars (Also shows the Value of the 'active ' Char) 

lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 

- Check formed word 
- Put Chars back 
-NONE 

- 1 Chars (One at the time, 2 players or more take tums) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, White. (In game: Orange/Red) 

Remark- The extra 'key-lookalike' left of keyboard 1, shows either the value of the current char, or -on 
rol/over- pops up a button to change the whole strip of chars. 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Value shown in 'Key-lookalike' 
- Char selected - Char appears in Textfield 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected - Click (Chars 'click' in place) 
- Other feedback - Harp-like bells ringing sound (When -after collecting chars- the word is 

right) 

List - No List 

Remark - When value of two chars is the same, there is no extra indication. 

REMARKS 

- The game is a nice mix of knowledge and tactics. lt is not possible to rearrange the 'personal key
board' (your private collections of chars) except by trying to make a word (and eventually cancelling it). 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 
Start Select the level to play with 
Game A line of char is given, under which 2 lines of blank chars ('char-fields', 8). Collect chars out of which a 

word can be made. When a char is selected it is placed in the players field, and replaced with another 
char. Players take turns by collecting. lnstead of selecting one of the given char, one may change all 
given chars or one can make a word by selecting chars in one's play-field in the right order. 

Target Makes as many words as last as you can to collect 200 points. 
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'Collect' Wordplay 

The 'X' trave/s downwards to the second line (recognisab/e by the white arrows /eft and right). 
(Do observe the cursor during the 'wait', not an obligatory watch, but a nice kettle .. .) 
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Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Gu1oe11nes ror oes1gn1ng on-screen Kevoooros - Aooeno1ces 
Append i x D . ' the CD- i Titles ' 

-Wordplay 
- 819 1004 (1.01 - 30/6/'94 - Test Phase 1) 
- Entertainment, Games, Word-games, Tactics-game 
- Collecting chars to form a word. 

(Collect / Make Word) 

Number 2 of 2 

USE 

Type of use 
Frequency 
Defaults 

- Select collected characters in the right order to form a word 
- Depends on level of user 
- Blank 

LAY-OUT 'Word-Making' 

Type of Keyboard - Letter-strip 
Number of lines - 1 Number of Rows - 8 
Alphabet - CAPIT ALS - Sans - Pia In 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

- Control Word, Put chars back 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

Remark -

- None 

- 8 Chars 
- No List 

(Non scrollable) 

- Arrow, Left/Up, White 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback -

Au ral - Cursor on char -
- Char selected 
- Other feedback -

List - No list 

Remark-

REMARKS 
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'Word-Making' Wordplay 

The last letter is put in place, the player can collect his bonus through the blackboard besides the door. 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

Guloe11nes ra, oes1on1no On-Screen Kevoao,os - Aooenolces 
Appendix D . ' the CD -i Titlea · 

-Zoo ... Eenvoudig 
- (3.0) 
- Info/ Infotainment / Edutainment 
- Index 
- 2 (Alphabetlcal / Numeric) 

Number 1 of 2 

USE 

Type of use - Select a char to select a part of a list, containing items starting with this particular 
char. 
- Depends on use Frequency 

Default - On start of the program'disc: 'A' 
- After selecting a char (and going to data belonging to that item): the last selected 
char. 
- Selected item linked with other system ('Dieren'= Animals) 

LAY-OUT 'Letter-Strip' 

Type of Keyboard - Alphabet 
Number of lines - 1 
Alphabet - CAPITALS - Sans - Plaln (Bold) 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - - - -

-All chars 
Extra Functions 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry 
List 
Number of lines 

Cursor 

-NONE 

- 1 Chars 
- Selectable by Line 
- 11 (scrollable) 

- Arrow, Left/Up, Yellow 

Remark - There is some sort of a Numeric Keypad (another screen) 
-There are no actual 'keys ' on the keyboard 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on char - Colour-change Char (blue -> orange) 
- Char selected - Colour-change Char (orange -> green) 

- List starting with selected char. 
- Other feedback 

Aural - Cursor on char 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - Colour-change line (whitish - brownish) 

Remark - No indication of the number of items in this part of the list whatsoever. 

REMARKS 

- I prefer this way of indexation where I do not have to start all on every time I want to look into a number 
of items which all start with the same char. (And there 's more users like me!) 
- There is a numeric keyboard of some sort, with a very particular target, in tact it seems to be linked with 
another part of the database (the data-tree), but with no direct apparent linking. 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

The game does not use a keyboard 
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'Letter-Strip' Zoo ... Eenvoudig 

This is about the size Scroll-Buttons should have. Also is is very c/ear that a user may select by line, 
and the feedback on that is clear (see picture below). Unfortunately most users, having selected a letter, 

need to scrol/ down, and there is another Scro/1-Button and a complete list they encounter first.. . 

Que.tzal 
Raaf 
Raaf-Biotoop Jf . 
ll1JJillûllollllllwBa'11'1-■~lllil81it~ia• 
Raaf-Symbool 
Raaf-Uoedsel bedelen 
Radar-JJetoogel 
Rat-Bruine 
Rat-2mar-te 
Ratelslangen 
Ratkangoeroe JU 

,._ .............. ,-.•,Y.•.t,,•,w.y,•,-.•A.y.y, ...... -..•,v,.v,-.y,,-...w.• • ...,._•N1A .... •.v..•.-.-~..,,,,,.,.,..•.y,,y,,y,•.y,w,.-.www.v,,,. .. v.v. ............ w.v,.v,.-..,..._..........,::::::........-,• ·.·.·······:,: 
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CD-i-Trtle 
Number 
Category 
Type of Use 
Choices 

-Zoo ... Eenvoudig Number 2 of 2 
- (3.0) 'This is left out in the commercial edition' 
- Info/ Infotainment/ Edutainment 
- Index 
- 2 (Alphabetical / Numerlc) 

USE 

Type of use - Going up toa number and selecting a (group of) item(s) 
Frequency 
Default - On start of the program/disc: '00000' 

- After selecting a number (and looking into data belonging to that selected item): the last 
selected number. 

LAY-OUT 'Numeric' ('Cage-Numberï 

Type of Keyboard - Numerlc Keypad 
Number of lines - 1 

Alphabet - Sans - Plaln - DIGITRL, 
Extra Characters 
Delete - Last Char - Change to Zero/ Change foregoing number 

- All chars - Change first digit to Zero 
Extra Functions - Arrows pointing at the digits to change them. 
lnter-key space 

Maximal Entry - 5 Chars 
List - Line-active 
Number of lines - 5 (Non -scrollable) 

Cursor - Arrow, Left/Up, Yellow 

Remark - lt is quite unpredictable which numbers will appear, it seems a matter of trial and error. The 
only way to predict now is to go to the Antwerp Zoo, and remember the numbers (up to 5 
digits) of the cages of the animals you are interested in ... (You could write them down 
though, or ask Philips to invent a portable CD-i player .. . ) 

FEEDBACK 

Visual - Cursor on eRaF- arrow underneath number - Colour-change 'Key' (Darkens) 
-Qlai:. number selected - Number appears in field 

- (Group of) ltem(s) appears 
- Other feedback - 'Active Keys' (arrows) are dark 

Aural - Cursor on eRaF-arrow 
- Char selected 
- Other feedback 

List - Line active - Colour-change line (whitish - brownish) 

Remark - Only the dark arrows are 'working', but you have to remember where they are going or just try 
them. 

REMARKS 

- lt is quite obvious that the first digits stands for a very large group of animals, and each next digit that 
becomes active narrows that, eventually, down to just one particular item. But numbers can jump trom 
'O' to '2' and trom '6' back to 'O', and you have no way of telling, except experience you may have. lt also 
lacks any indication of the number of items within a certain group. This is much better done in the 
'system of animals' (Tree-structure) 
- No 'EXIT-buttons 

DESCRIPTION OF GAME 

The game does not use keyboard input. 
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'Cage-number' Zoo ... Eenvoudig 

The feedback on the arrows is not too great, but to select an item the user either may go to the right (the 'OK'
button) or select the item itse/f (select the line on which the item is on, see picture below). 
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6. References 

The Psychology of Everyday Things 
Donald Norman, 1988 
Basic Books, Ine., New York, N.V., U.S.A. 
(Translation in Dutch: 'Dictatuur van het Design', 1990) 
(A.W. Bruna Uitgevers B.V., Utrecht) 

This is nota specific book on the subject of keyboards or keyboard-design (except tor apart of chapter 
6), but an important book in general. In tact this book is otten looked at as a 'popular' book on desig
ning, just because it is very readable. Don't let yourself be kidded by the tact that it is possible to like a 
book on the subject. For me this was the book that made pieces of the puzzle began to fall in place. lt 
made me understand that you (and 1) could actually do something about it. 

Tog on Interface 
Bruce 'Tag' Tognazzini, 1991 
Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Ine. 

This book is based on a series of columns ('Apple Direct'), with excerpts trom papers, correspon
dence and never before published writings. Although Tog's official title at Apple seems to be 'Human 
Interface Evangelist', it could even be of more interest for non-Macintosh users. lt is as good to read as 
it is to hear him talk, but now you have the change to go back and reread! 

Why alphabetic keyboards are not easy to use: 
Keyboard Layout doesn't much matter 

Norman, D.A., & Fisher, D., 1984 
in: 'Human Factors', p. 509-519 

This is the original article which 'Psychology of Everyday Things' refers to. In tact this is one of 
the few researches on the subject of Keyboard-design with some relation to our subject of On-Screen 
Keyboards . 

All other references are either about designs tor ten-finger use as the Dvorak-design or the various 
Chord-keyboards (for instance the Velotype, the Bulgarian lsot-keyboard or Stenokey, the 
American Chord-keyboards), or on the one-hand keyboards as used in fighter jet-planes, all of these 
require more or less 'heavy' training and go far beyond the scope of this report . 
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